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His Majesty King Mohammed VI, may God assist Him

« … Dans notre conception, le tourisme, outre qu’il 
constitue une activité économique de grande importance, 
représente une culture et un art de communication avec 
l’autre. Sous cet angle, son développement requiert une 
exploitation judicieuse de nos potentialités naturelles 
riches et variées et de notre patrimoine civilisationnel 
et culturel séculaire, connu pour ses traditions 
d’hospitalité.  (…)

Ces potentialités répondent également aux nouvelles 
attentes des touristes à la quête de dépaysement, 
d’un tourisme à forte charge culturelle empreinte 
d’originalité, et à dimension écologique marquée et de 
ceux qui cherchent à nouer des contacts humains avec 
les populations locales. … »

Extrait du message de Sa Majesté le Roi Mohammed VI, que 
Dieu L’assiste, devant les participants aux Assises Nationales du 

Tourisme
Mardi 26 mars 2013
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Welcome to Souss Massa
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assa National Park



Rising to new economic, demographic and environmental challenges, 
the world in general and international tourism in particular are changing. 
These changes have been accelerated by the Covid-19 pandemic which 
has lasted long enough to significantly alter consumer habits, especially 
in tourism.

Nowadays, the quest for authenticity, proximity to nature and health concerns 
combine to promote the global rise of alternative tourism, focused on both a 

more sustainable and a human experience.

In view of these changes, the Souss Massa region, which has a long history of 
tourism, is redirecting its regional development policy by creating a network of 

innovative tourism real estate development, called «Unités d’Aménagement Touristique» 
or UATs, in exceptional venues of national and international interest.

Along the Atlantic coast, nestled in the mountains or comfortably settled in the green plains of 
the region, UATs all aim to develop existing niche tourism through controlled attendance and 

sustainable and inclusive development to attract those wishing to get-away from it and enjoy 
a unique and unforgettable experience in authentic destinations combining wellness, open 

spaces, sports, and nature.

Project leaders, Souss Massa UATs offer the perfect combination of landscapes, 
talent, and incentives to realise your ambitions. This «Investors guide to tourism in 

the Souss Massa» provides investors, local and foreign, with a clear overview 
of sites, attractions and tourism-focused real estate developments across 

the region to find the perfect location for your venture.

This guide covers not only existing ecosystems likely to 
support your development, but also the hidden gems and 

opportunities to be harnessed across the provinces and 
territories of this attractive and welcoming region.

Souss Massa,
a dynamic & 
welcoming region
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Paragliding in Aglou - Tiznit Province

Yoga paradise beach - Im
i Ouaddar

Wooden eco-cabins - Radisson Blu Resort Taghazout Bay Surf Village

Pictographs (painted rocks) - Tafraoute



The Souss Massa region covers 20768 square miles (53,789 km²), and represents 7.6% of the national territory. 
2.8 million people live there, 950,000 of whom work there, with a population density of 129 persons per square 
mile (49.8/km²).
Souss Massa enjoys significant economic potential in three key sectors: agriculture, fishing and tourism. It is the 6th most 
wealth-creating region in the Kingdom and contributed 6.7% to the national GDP in 2019.
Agriculture is a major pillar of the regional economy and one of its main employers. It represents 14.5% of regional GDP and the 
region hosts 8.4% of national agriculture.
With more than 110 miles (180 km) of Atlantic coast endowed with rich biodiversity, fisheries contribute strongly to employment, 
representing 24.2% of the Kingdom’s fishing industries.
In tourism, Souss Massa Region has a very important potential and constitutes the second most popular destination in the country, with a 
capacity of more than 45,000 beds, and captures 15.1% of all tourism nationally. The region offers a wide range of attractions: seaside tourism 

in Agadir, cultural tourism in Taroudannt and Tiznit, both historical imperial cities, as well as dramatic landscapes 
of mountain, desert, and oases for cultural and adventure tourism.

In 2019, the region welcomed more than a million visitors with nearly 1,124,000 arrivals.
The growing industry sector hosts 440 industrial establishments, focused mainly on processing, 

in particular the agro-food as well as the basic and consumer chemicals industries.

The Souss 
Massa Region
in figures
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Investment in the 
Souss Massa region
in 2020

CRI-SM, a promising 
assessment

According to investment promotion agency CRI-SM, investment 
in the Souss Massa Region increased in 2020 despite the Covid-19 
health crisis. That same year, unified commission for investment CRUI, 
the single window for approval of investment and incentives in the region, 
approved 236 projects worth Dh13.96 bn ($1.55 bn, €1.31 bn, £1.13 bn at 
2021 average spot exchange rates), an increase of +217% compared to 2019 
(Dh4.4 bn). These investments have led to 16,200 jobs created against 11,700 in 
2019 (+38%) and will bring added value to both the region’s strategic economic 
sectors, such as agriculture, fishing and tourism, as well as to the emerging 
sectors covered by the regional provisions of the Kingdom’s Industrial Acceleration 
Plan (IAP), namely automotive, offshoring, building materials and plastics.

Tourism

Agriculture
14,5 % of regional GDP
  8,4 % of national sectoral GDP

Industry
440 industrial establishments

15,1 % of national sectoral GDP
Second most popular destination in the Kingdom
Total capacity : 39 400 beds
1 124 000 tourists arrived in 2019

Agadir
Ida Outanane

Inezgane
Aït Melloul

Souss Massa 
region

Kingdom
of Morocco

Chtouka
Aït Baha

Taroudannt

Tata
Tiznit

Souss Massa region

Total area

National territory

Inhabitants

Active people

Population density

6.7% of national GDP

National GDP in 2019
6th wealth creating region

20768 sq mi 
(53,789 km²)

7.6 %

2.8 million

950,000

19.2/sq mi 
(49.8/km²)

Profile

Souss Massa Regional Investment Center recorded an average turnover of 
10 days for the CRUI in Souss Massa, against 20 days on national average. 

This is due, in particular, to the deployment of the «www.cri-invest.ma» 
digital platform, which has become a reference in the simplification of 
procedures and offers a range of services to submit a project, monitor 
its progress and access necessary information on investment related 
procedures.

Fisheries
24,2 % of national sectoral GDP

2020 Investments
in Souss Massa

Dh13.96 bn
($1.55 bn, €1.31 bn, £1.13 bn at 2021

average spot exchange rates)

236 projects approved
16 200 jobs created

Agadir f shing port

Sources : HCP 2019 & CRI-SM

Sources: HCP 2019 & CRI-SM



Before the Covid-19 pandemic and the travel restrictions it imposed from the year 2020, Agadir 
was Morocco’s leading seaside resort with a total of nearly 1,240,000 tourists in 2019. 
With a wide range of resorts and hotels set by the ocean, the city is indeed a popular 
destination known for its temperate climate and ample sunshine throughout the year. 
More broadly, Souss Massa also offers other forms of tourism oriented towards 
nature, authenticity or discovery. The wealth of attractions and opportunities 
therefore in the region and its metropolis attracts significant numbers of 
both local and foreign visitors, most of the latter coming in 2019 from 
France, Germany, the United Kingdom.

Souss Massa 
Tourism in figures

Nationals

France 

Germany

United Kingdom

City of Agadir

Taghazout - Imi Ouaddar

Other tourist towns 

4-star hotels

Tourist clubs

5-star hotels

Tourist residences

468 000 visitors

219 000 visitors

130 000 visitors

122 000 visitors

78 %
12 %
10 %

120 200 jobs

358 000 visitors

243 000 visitors

175 000 visitors

156 000 visitors

Visitors
to Agadir in 2019

11  5 * Hotels
20  4 * Hotels
18  3 * Hotels

08 Clubs Hotels 
36 Hotel Residences
25 Guest Houses 

More than 240 hotel units in the region, including :39 400 beds

Principaux marchés émetteurs

Hotel occupancy

Regional turnover of

Dh 6.5 bn
($722.8 m, €611.65 m, £525.85 m at 
2021 average spot exchange rates)

Attendance - 2019

1 240 000
6 127 000

Arrivals

Overnight stays in the region

Tourism 
operators in 

the Souss 
Massa

   

+ 240 Hotels

91 Restaurants

 116 travel agencies

370 Tourist guides

175 Tourist transport 
company
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Motorcycle champion Harite Gabari - Oilibya Rally 2010 - Foum Zguid - Tata Province

Source: Tourism Delegation of the Souss Massa Region

Profile

Agadir Bay



Historically known for its attraction and its unique natural and cultural assets, Souss Massa is currently 
implementing a new vision for tourism development in line with the regional provisions of the 
IAP ecosystems and aimed at new local and foreign investors focused on sustainable or 
alternative tourism. The new tourism and leisure real estate developments carrying 
this vision and now open to urbanisation present unprecedented opportunities 
for investment through a network covering the entire territory and offering 
a wide range of dedicated plots and land for development to showcase 
and preserve natural sites and landscapes as well as historical tourist 
assets. Building on its historic strength and natural assets, Souss 
Massa also supports investment with a comprehensive range of 
fiscal and financial incentives.

Active 
support for tourism 
investment

A dynamic
territory open
to investment

International 
airport

Access to 
the national 
motorway/
highway 
network

Taghazout 
Bay Station

Simplified 
administrative 

procedures

Marina and 
leisure harbour

International 
port

Qualified 
employment 

pool

Planned
high-speed 
train line

Pleasant quality 
of life and living 

environment

Exceptional 
natural 
assets

Tourist 
land on the 
ocean coast

Tourism 
real estate 

developments in 
the hinterland

Bypasses and 
expressways

Regional 
investment 

support

Tourism-
focused 

real estate 
developments
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Agadir’s 
2020-2024 

Urban 
Development 

Program

Rich and 
diversified 

cultural 
assets

New 
urbanisation 

area

Basic 
infrastructure

Invest in Souss Massa

Tangible and 
intangible 
heritage

Tissint Oasis - Tata Province

Flyboard - Agadir Bay



Governance : The Souss Massa 
Regional Investment Center

Two major 
bodies to support 
investors

CRI-SM : promoting
the territory 

CRI-SM supports new business Documents required to file 
for lots in tourism real estate 
developmentsOnline filing

& follow-up

The CRUI gathers in a single body the representatives of all administrations 
with a stake in the approval of projects and relevant financial and fiscal 
support and incentives. In accordance with the provisions of Articles 29 and 30 
of Law 47-18, CRUI procedures and administrative acts rule on requests for the 
allocation of State land to host investment projects, environmental impact, tourist 
establishment classification, town planning authorizations, and administrative 
procedures required by investment projects.

As land availability is a major concern for investors, CRI-SM supports investors in the 
choice of their location through the management and promotion of available land and 

plots across the region.
Buying land is now simplified by an efficient digitalization system which guarantees 

transparency, efficiency and better service to investors.
Request addressed to the CRUI chair detailing requested 
deeds and authorizations

Project presentation brochure

Investor’s commitment to complete the project within 
the agreed timeframe and to comply with the real estate 
development’s regulations

Copy of the project leader’s identity document(s)

Status the legal entity

Updated trade register extract known as RC

Minutes of the last board meeting or shareholders’ 
general assembly

Powers of attorney of the investor’s representative, if 
applicable

The digitization of CRI-SM services support investors by accelerating approval 
and facilitating administrative procedures. The www.cri-invest.ma website 

details the investment procedures and allows local and foreign investors 
to file their request and its supporting documents, and to monitor 

progress all the way to approval.

The Unified Regional
Investment Commission

Since their creation in 2002, Regional Investment Centers have contributed to promoting the 
potential of the territories. This vocation took on a new dimension after the reform implemented 
following the High Royal Instructions set out in the speech of July 29, 2018. Regional investment 
promotion agencies CRIs have now become the privileged interlocutors of investors and companies, support 
small and medium-sized enterprises, mediate on their behalf with administrations, and ensure the promotion, 
economic monitoring and knowledge-sharing for their respective region.

CRI-SM is particularly involved in improving the business climate. Transformed into a public establishment with corporate 
status, financially independent since 2019, the CRI-SM simplifies and digitises procedures, improves governance and provides 
optimal support for investors and SMEs to support their development.

One of the CRI-SM’s main missions is to promote the territory and make it ever more attractive by working closely with the regional 
collective of private and public sector actors. To attract more investors, create more value and more jobs, the CRI-SM works in particular to 
identify niches and potential in the territory, then mobilises the appropriate land to host these projects. The institution also supports investors 
by seeking, from regional actors, subsidies intended to allow streamlined and controlled access to land for development.

www.agadirinvest.com

www.cri-invest.ma

18

The C
RI-S

M te
am

The CRUI, in videoconference



Implementing territorial governance bodies in line with the Kingdom’s advanced 
regionalization policy, the Société de Développement Régional du Tourisme Souss 
Massa (SDRT-SM) was created in December 2018 as a public limited company in 
compliance with Organic Law No. 111.14 relating to the regions. 

• Public capital today of Dh 21.5 m ($2.39 m, €2.02 m, £1.74 m at 2021 
average spot exchange rates), Dh4 m at creation, held in majority by 
the Souss Massa Region.

• Managed by a board of directors chaired by the Wali (prefect) 
of the Souss Massa Region.

SDRT-SM
Missions

The www.explore-agadirsoussmassa.com website is a digital promotion portal part of the 
Souss Massa Regional Development Plan and in particular its digital promotion strategy. 
Showcasing and promoting the region, this portal highlights the identity and the cultural 
and natural assets with rich and up-to-date information.

Managed by the SDRT-SM and now online in its first version, the portal provides all 
the tourism-related information in the region. Available in several languages, it allows 
internet users to discover the region, its cities, its activities, and its circuits, and 

allows them to organise their trip with mapping and geolocation tools.

Contribute to the implementation of the national tourism 
strategy at the regional level.
Develop new tourism products in the region.
Enhance the cultural and natural assets of the region.
Realise projects related to the company’s purpose as delegated 
project owner.
Ensure management and support of tourism products.
Develop and manage the tourist destination, in particular
through digital means.

SDRT-SM 
contribution to 
new tourist real estate 
developments

20

www.sdrtourisme-sm.ma

Royaume du Maroc

Ministère de l’Intérieur

Royaume du Maroc

Ministère du Tourisme, de l’Artisanat
et de l’Économie Sociale et Solidaire

Governance: Souss Massa Regional 
Tourism Development Company

Marketing and digital 
promotion

www.explore-agadirsoussmassa.com

As part of its mission to contribute to the implementation of the tourism 
strategy at the regional level, and to ensure optimal and effective governance 
for new tourism real estate development, SDRT-SM has been made responsible 
for some tourism real estate developments in the region. The objective is to 
develop the tourism sector through the creation of a network of sites open to tourist 
investment suited to the territories hosting each development and responding to an 
obvious vocation, suited to the natural specificities of the sites, their local culture and 
tourism consumption.

Shareholders

Kasbah Aghenaj - Tiznit

The Medina of Agadir

Chambre d’Artisanat
Souss Massa

 غرفة الصناعة التقليدية
لجهة سوس ماسة

Ait Mansour Valley - Tafraoute



INMAA Souss 
Massa Tourism 
Program

1. Upgrades existing VSMEs
2. Incubates new tourism VSMEs
3. Activity management school
4. Hotel and dinner theatre open to the public
5. Monitoring centre

An institution dedicated to 
the INMAA Tourism Program

Funding assistance

INMAA-SM-TP
objectives

Governance :

A new, 
dedicated 

SDR  
The Souss Massa 

Region and Moroccan 
corporation of 

tourism engineering 
SMIT have joined 
forces to create a 

regional development 
trust SDR dedicated 

to the new 
mechanisms of the 

INMAA-SM-TP. 

The INMAA Souss Massa Tourism Program (INMAA-SM-TP) is inspired by the best practices of the largest technology 
parks in the world which have helped develop famous tourism-focused cities. The objective is to make it the regional 
heart of tourism innovation by providing the program with a comprehensive range of subsidies and support to businesses.

The upgrading program for existing VSMEs is a continuation of the INMAA-SM-TP, and consists of a theoretical part around 
training modules as well as expert visits to companies. The most «transformed» companies will be able to access financing 
through investment mechanisms as provided by the agreement concluded for this purpose.

To breathe new life into the tourism sector, the Souss Massa Region and SMIT 
have decided to retool Agadir’s existing technical college for hotel and tourism 
technology, a historical training establishment, as an institution dedicated to the 
INMAA-SM-Tourism Program. 

This project, built on approximately two acres (8000 m²) of land in the city centre of Agadir, will 
focus on improving the performance existing tourism VSEs and SMEs and promoting the creation of 
new tourism-focused ventures to diversify the tourist attractions and activities so as to broaden 
the appeal of the destination and to align training provided with current market trends.

The VSME upgrading and incubation programs will mobilise nearly Dh100 m 
over 2 years ($11.12 m, €9.41 m, £8.09 m at 2021 average spot exchange 

rates) to support 100 to 200 companies (including investment 
grants) over the first 2 years, and aims to increase these 

companies’ annual turnover by almost Dh400 m.

Tourism incubator for new VSMEs

The incubation program for new VSMEs aims to broaden tourism attractions and 
activities in Souss Massa.
By committing to it, entrepreneurs access expertise and technical support for their 
projects, through:

Entrepreneurs will also be able to benefit from financing 
through investment mechanisms.

Collocation in a dedicated venue within the INMAA-SM-TP, 
access to all services, and international tourism monitoring

Strategic support from dedicated experts

Expert support, guidance and coaching at each stage of the 
business creation process

Market access, in particular through all the companies 
supported in the upgrading program and partner 
companies

22 Entrepreneurship & Employability
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Souss Massa 
Innovation City
This novel concept is a real estate development for research, development, and incubation 
destined to become a real engine of growth. With research handled by Ibn Zohr University and 
business incubation managed by the Moroccan Information Technopark Company, Souss 
Massa Innovation City promotes research, innovation, and technology transfer between 
companies and within industrial ecosystems. It brings together business and 
academia to encourage innovation in Souss Massa through the promotion of 
research and incubation. Its values of transparency, fairness, proximity, 
synergy, and innovation allow it to foster entrepreneurial spirit aligned 
with regional and national ambitions. Inaugurated on February 6, 2020 
by His Majesty King Mohammed VI, may God assist him, Souss 
Massa Innovation City already hosts several startups operating 
in different fields of innovation, research and development.

A public-private 
partnership

Activity
mapping

Office furniture
24/7 access
Reception & security
Maintenance
Cleaning of common areas

Initiative Souss Massa 
(funding & training)
Agrotech Souss Massa
Agadir Haliopole Cluster
Logipole Souss Massa 
(logistics)
Agadir Media Lab

Innov Breakfast
Hackathons
Web workshops
Loyalty card
Multidisciplinary training
TEDx Talks

Réseau Entreprendre Maroc
xHub
Happy Ventures
Simplon. Co (Maghreb Coding School)
Maroc Numeric Fund (VC fund)
Enactus

Ecosystem

Community services

Events
Co-working space

Ministry of Industry and Trade
Ministry of Higher Education, Scientific Research 
and Innovation
Wilaya (prefecture) of the Souss Massa region
Souss Massa Regional Council
Ibn Zohr University
Moroccan Information Technopark Company (MITC)

Logistics platforms
3D printing
Support & advice
Digital marketing
Software development & 
integration

E-commerce
Internet of Things
Artificial intelligence
Smart farming & fishing

Ready-to-use premises
Support services

Event & Networking
service

Local services
Innov Desk (OMPIC - CNSS - ANAPEC - CRI - 
Légalisation services)
Cafeteria & culture corner
Innov Post

R&D
and technology 
platforms

6 R&D platforms

• Identifcation & analysis of natural entities
• Biotechnology & health
• Residue analysis
• Climate change & sustainable development
• Water, energy & renewable energies
• Industry Lab
A computer room to deliver practical training on industrial software

Research labs

Entrepreneurship & Employability

Souss Massa Innovation City
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Public-private partnership Souss Massa Technopark testifies to the Royal Will of positioning the 
region as an engine of economic development for the southern regions of the Kingdom. In 
line with Casablanca, Rabat, and Tangier, Souss Massa Technopark encourages private 
investment in ICT, Green Tech and the cultural industries. Strategically located at 
the crossroads of the university campus, major engineering schools, and large 
industrial and business parks, Souss Massa Technopark supports start-ups 
in the development of their business with dedicated premises, coaching, 
training, access to the market and financing, visibility, and networking. 
This vision of the Technopark as an innovation community means it 
is a strategic regional and national actor.

A public-private 
partnership

Proximity 
services

Fab lab
Sports Hall
Cultural non-profit organisation
Kindergarten
Gaming area
Technopost
Cafeteria & kitchen

Technodesk
Relaxation area
Agora
Training rooms
Meeting rooms
Silent box
Coworking space

Plug & Play 
premises

Category

Category

Category

Area

COWORKING SPACE

Area

Area

Startups

SMEs

Large companies

183 to 312 sq ft (17 to 29 m²)

323 to 839 sq ft (30 to 78 m²) 

1044 to 2379 sqft (97 to 221 m²) 

Shared workspace

Conference room

Training/meeting rooms

Booth space

Event Service

Proximity services
One-stop shop (OMPIC, ANAPEC, CRI, CNSS, CIMR, 
Legalisation Service, Chartered Accountant, 
Insurance, etc.)

Catering

Travel agency

Post office

Bank branch and ATM

Printing services

Access to finance

Market access

6 partners, certified by the national Caisse Centrale de Garantie (now Tamwilcom), for seed 
and innovation financing : Réseau Entreprendre Maroc, La Factory, Happy Ventures, Enactus, 
Startup Maroc and the Maroc Numeric Fund investment fund

Open Innovation Smart Z & LaStartupFactory programs
Connecting with corporates
International visibility: caravans, partnership with Marseille   
Innovation for the Soft Landing program
Digital fairs and trade shows (AITEX, DEVOXX, VIATECH

Entrepreneurship & Employability

Souss Massa 
Technopark

Souss Massa Technopark
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Royaume du Maroc

Ministère de l’Industrie et du Commerce

Royaume du Maroc
Ministère de l’Intérieur

Wilaya Région Souss Massa



Launch of the Souss Massa City of Trades & Skills, February 6, 2020 by His Majesty King Mohammed VI, may God assist H
im

28 Entrepreneurship & Employability

City of Trades
& Skills
Launched on February 6, 2020 by His Majesty King Mohammed VI, may God assist Him, the «Cité 
des Métiers et des Compétences» is part of a broader training strategy in direct response 
to regional business needs. A subsidiary of national OFPPT training institute, Souss 
Massa City of Trades & Skills (CMC-SM) is the first of its kind in the Kingdom and 
equipped with modern educational and training infrastructure for trainees to 
gain useful knowledge and practical experience in a culture of innovation 
and creativity. 88 training courses are deployed across 10 sectors, 
each providing qualified labour to power the expansion of new 
industrial sectors. 

Tourism & 
Hospitality 

industry

Crafts trades

Sustainable destination management
Yield manager
Event planner
Luxury tourism: butler, concierge, housekeeper...
Spa Manager
Culinary Arts
Table Arts

Haute Couture (high fashion) Specialised Technician (ST)
Jewellery ST
Design ST
Leather Goods ST

7 Sectors

4 Sectors

Final touches to the City of Trades & Skills

10 trades

Industry

Agriculture Fisheries Arts & craftsAgro industry

Health
Digital & 

Offshoring

Tourism and 
Hospitality

Management
& Commerce

 Construction

AREA COVERED
87 ac (35,168 m²) 3,000 places/year

ACCOMMODATION CAPACITY
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National
& international
links
To enhance the movement of both goods and people, visitors and investors in the Souss 
Massa can rely on the transport and logistics infrastructure of Agadir and its region. 
Connected to main air hubs across the Kingdom and the world, Agadir Al Massira 
International Airport facilitates business travel and freight transport, while 
national tolled and non-tolled highways provide excellent road links to the 
four corners of the Kingdom. 
One of the major ports in Morocco, and as such an important support 
for exports, Agadir harbour also provides shipyards and yachting 
activities.

High
speed Train

Tiznit-Dakhla 
Expressway

A major component of the Southern Provinces’ development 
program, the 655 mi (1055 km) Tiznit-Dakhla Expressway represents 

unprecedented infrastructure investment which consecrates the central 
position of Souss Massa in the Kingdom. Linked to the 477 mi (768 
km) Tangier-Agadir tolled highway by the 59 mi (95 km) Agadir-Tiznit 
Expressway, the Tiznit-Dakhla Expressway links the North of the 
Kingdom to its southern end and Europe to sub-Saharan Africa.

Highway

Agadir Port

Main multi-purpose port of the Souss Massa region, the port of Agadir handles 
an annual traffic of nearly 5 million metric tonnes of goods (4.92 m UK tons, 5.51 m 
US tons), 60% of which is import and 40% export, with roughly one thousand merchant 
vessels and around sixty tourist cruise ships every year.
The port of Agadir is also a major fishing port landing 180,300 tonnes of coastal fish and 38,500 
tonnes of high-sea fish. Historically, the Port of Agadir is also known for its shipbuilding and repair 
sites with nearly 300 boats hoisted a year.
Agadir also hosts a 300 berth marina for leisure vessels.

Tangier - Agadir 
477 mi (768 km)

Agadir to Tangier
7 hours

Agadir to Rabat
5 hours 

Agadir to Casablanca
4 hours

Agadir to Marrakech
2 hours

Agadir Commercial Port

Agadir-M
arra

kec
h Highway

The «Ligne à Grande Vitesse» project linking Agadir to Marrakech 
and the national high-speed rail network, enjoys the High Royal 

Solicitude of the speech by His Majesty King Mohammed VI, may God 
glorify Him, on the 44th Anniversary of the Green March, on November 6, 2019.

“… The railway line will contribute to opening up the regions concerned, in addition 
to stimulating development and economic prosperity, especially with regard to the 

transport of people and goods and the promotion of exports, tourism and other economic 
activities. …”

Excerpt from the speech of His Majesty King Mohammed VI, may God glorify Him.
            November 6, 2019



Ryanair will invest almost Dh1.8 bn ($200 m, €169.24 m, £145.5 m at 2021 average 
spot exchange rates) to enhance the Agadir-Taghazout destination. Two planes 

are based in Agadir, the equivalent of 28 routes from the 2021 winter 
season from 10 markets, including 16 new routes to and from France, 

Spain, Italy, Ireland, Germany, Portugal, Poland, Belgium, Great 
Britain and Austria. While Ryanair offered 108,000 seats to 

Agadir in 2019, the company will offer 229,000 from 
winter 2021. By the year 2024, the company 

will offer 570,000 seats for an ever 
greater ease of access.
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Air links
Third for passenger air traffic in the Kingdom after Casablanca and Marrakech, Agadir Al 
Massira Airport serves the Agadir tourist destination. With more than 2 million passengers a 
year before the health crisis, there are more than 24 airlines operating there and an average 180 
flights a week to and from more than 50 international destinations, mainly through charter, low cost and 
regular flights.
Souss Massa in general and Agadir in particular are well connected to other regions of the Kingdom and to 
foreign destinations as international flights represent more than 84% of links serving the territory. As a direct 
consequence, Agadir, the first seaside resort in the Kingdom, has seen an average increase of 8% in arrivals over the 
past five years, while overnight stays have risen by 5%.
The destination welcomed more than 1.124 million arrivals in 2019 against 1.117 million in 2018 of tourists. This growth 
is due to the strong attendance in 2019 of national tourists with a market share equal to 37% in terms of arrivals and 23% 
in overnight stays. The French, German, and English markets remain the three main providers of tourists for the region with a 
combined market share of 43% for arrivals and 59% for overnight stays.

An ever larger number of 
destination

In 2019, the top 10 international routes from Agadir were Paris-Orly, 
Manchester, Lyon, Frankfurt, London-Gatwick, Brussels, Düsseldorf, 

Charleroi, Nantes and Amsterdam. This growth not only improves the 
quality of air service but also provides an engine of regional growth.

This growth has been underpinned by the installation of air bases 
to boost tourist flows, particularly with the support of Morocco’s 

national tourism organisation ONMT, and renewed public subsidies 
for national airlines. On this last point, Souss Massa Regional 
Council provides support to the Casablanca-Agadir route (Royal 
Air Maroc) and to the Rabat, Tangier, and Fes links (Air Arabia).

New air bases

Ryanair : 
10 markets, 16 

new routes

If subsidies were initially a policy decision to provide Moroccan nationals with more 
convenient access to Agadir, the installation of air bases provides a lasting boost to tourism.
Four years after Air Arabia opening its own base in October 2017, connecting Agadir to 7 new 
international destinations (Munich, Cologne, Copenhagen, Dublin, Manchester, Stockholm and 
Toulouse in 14 weekly rotations), Ryanair’s operational base in Agadir contributes significantly to the 
revival of tourism in the region. In total, more than 229,000 seats are already scheduled from November 2021 
to destination Agadir thanks to a three-year partnership between the ONMT and Ryanair, with half a million 
seats already scheduled for 2024.

Infrastructure

Agadir-Al Massira International Airport
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The Chtouka
seawater 
desalination unit
Low rainfall in region and growing needs in drinking water for the city and irrigation water for the fertile plains 
of the Souss have led to the development of a seawater desalination unit with a planned, long-term capacity of 
more than 105 m US gallons a day, or 88 m UK gallons of water a day (400,000 m³) to sustainably guarantee water 
resources and support major regional tourism and industrial expansion programs.
Some 35 mi (55 km) from Agadir, in Douira (Inchaden), this vast project covers 49 ac (20 ha), 328 yards (300 m) from the 
ocean. This Public-Private Partnership (PPP), pooling drinking water and irrigation components, is carried out under the joint 
delegate authority of the Ministry of Agriculture, Maritime Fisheries, Rural Development and Waters and Forests and the national 
board for electricity and drinking water ONEE. For the implementation of the desalination unit, the Spanish group Abengoa was 
selected as concessionaire and sole delegate. The operating mission will be carried out simultaneously by two separate companies, 
SEDA (Société d’Eau Dessalée d’Agadir) for drinking water and AEB (Aman El Baraka) for irrigation water. The Chtouka seawater 
desalination plant construction project won the Best Public-Private Partnership award at the international conference held by the 

International Desalination Association (IDA) in October 2018 in Dubai.

SEDA,
private drinking water 

concessionaire
To supply Greater Agadir with drinking water, delegated drinking water 

management agreement and ToR were concluded between ONEE and its 
private concessionaire SEDA. In negotiations opened during the call for 

tenders relating to the Chtouka plain irrigation project, Abengoa and the 
Department of Agriculture, in consultation with all the stakeholders, 

agreed to integrate construction of the drinking water desalination 
unit into the irrigation project as a single shared project. Adduction 
infrastructure to supply the city of Agadir with drinking water will 
connect the desalination unit to Agadir water utility RAMSA’s 
reservoir on the outskirts of Agadir through pumping stations and 
a transfer structure.

Aman El Baraka, irrigation 
water concessionaire
Two agreements have been initiated with Abengoa’s second subsidiary, the Aman El 
Baraka Company (AEB), in charge of irrigation water through two contracts, one with the 
Department of Agriculture, the other with regional agricultural development office ORMVA 
Souss Massa. Whereas ONEE purchases desalinated water to supply Agadir with drinking water, 
irrigation water is purchased by farmers on a subscription basis.

Key 
figures

Global cost
Dh4.41 bn

($0.49 bn, €0.41 bn, £0.36 bn
at 2021 average spot 

exchange rates)

Production capacity
Initial

72 m US gallons or 60 
m UK gallons of water 

a day (275,000 m³/day)

Long term
105 m US gallons or

88 m UK gallons
of water a day

(400,000 m³/day)

Infrastructure

Chtouka seawater desalination unit



Social and environmental 
impact

Store electricity for
peak demand
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Abdelmoumen PSH uses reversible turbines powered by the dam below 
or other sources to pump water upstream from dedicated tanks to 

storage basins when energy demand is low. When demand is high, this 
stored water flows downstream to the turbines to produce electricity. 

The project enables energy storage, an increased integration of 
renewable energies, and boosts the resilience of power supply in 
the southern regions.

From an environmental point of view, Abdelmoumen PSH 
generates no CO2 or greenhouse gas and will contribute to 
the preservation of water resources as it operates in closed 

circuit. The social impacts of the project will also be significant 
as it contributes to promoting local employment through the 

mobilisation of about 800 employees during peak construction, and 
provides the surrounding areas with upgraded roads and tracks as 

well as other social and associative infrastructures.
For its implementation, Abdelmoumen PSH is supported by Dh1.49 bn 

of co-financing ($165.44 m, €140 m, £120.36 m) from the European 
Investment Bank as well as Dh1.42 bn ($158.35 m, €134 m, £115.2 m) 

from the African Development Bank (AfDB) and nearly Dh540 m ($60 m, 
€50.77 m, £43.65 m) from the AfDB’s Clean Technology Funds.

350 MWCapacity :

Investment : Dh3.86 bn
(approx. $430 m, €364 m, £313 m)

Abdelmoumen
Pumped Energy
Storage Station
Souss Massa is experiencing an exceptional development of state-of-the-art infrastructure for sustainable development. The 
Abdelmoumen pumped energy storage station, or pumped storage hydropower (PSH), was created about 44 miles (70 km) from 
Agadir in the Province of Taroudannt to store hydro-electricity produced when demand is low to meet peak demand. Managed by 
ONEE, this project covers 247 ac (100 hectares) upstream of the existing Abdelmoumen Dam on the Oued Issen river.
Abdelmoumen PSH is scheduled to be online in the first half of 2023 with an installed capacity of 350 MW. This large-scale Dh3.865 bn 
project, ($429.79 m, €363.7 m, £312.68 m) turnkey installation is being built by VINCI Construction Grands Projets, is part of the national 
energy policy securing the country’s supply electricity, and contributes to promoting renewable energies and the protection of the environment.

Abdelmoumen pumped energy storage facility - Taroudannt Province

Infrastructure
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L’Argan

Almonds

Local heritage & know-how

Souss Massa hosts a unique plant, the Argan tree, which grows naturally only in the hinterland of 
Agadir, and from which exceptional and precious oil is made for culinary delight or cosmetic care.
On December 8, 1998, the Arganeraie, the geographical area of over 6 m acres (2.5 million 
hectares) in which the Argan tree is endemic, was declared the first Biosphere Reserve 
of Morocco by UNESCO. Initially produced for domestic consumption in the 
Amazigh tradition, Argan oil is today an important source of income for women 
established in cooperatives selling sought-after edible and cosmetic Argan 
oils. In 2010, an IGP Argane label was created by stakeholders to certify 
quality production and boost recognition.

In spring, the surroundings of Tafraoute offer the magnificent 
landscapes of hundreds of almond trees in bloom. The Tafraoute almond 

is a flagship Moroccan product, exported under the «organic» and «terroir» 
labels. At almost 4000 ft altitude (1,200) m and 105 miles (170 km) from Agadir, 

Tafraoute regularly plants almond trees to increase production and exports. A spring 
festival celebrates almond trees, an important source of income for the population.

Carob

Carob trees, harvested for their unique, bean-like pods 
used in flour, syrup and gum, are mainly cultivated in the 

Province of Tiznit. Regular planting programs have steadily 
increased the number and size of carob orchards and boosted the 
income of the populations through local cooperatives.

In the heights of Taliouine, around 5000 ft above sea level (1500 m), a 
precious spice is harvested: saffron. Taliouine is nestled in a former volcanic range 

particularly favourable to cultivating saffron. On freezing October nights, carpets of 
mauve flowers appear which families collect at dawn. By providing rich taste 

and colour, saffron enlivens dishes, and is also known for its medicinal 
properties. In Taliouine, cooperatives are in charge of quality control 

and marketing, and organise an annual festival to promote 
saffron and grant quality certifications.

Saffron

Akkain Ouargane cooperative - Municipality of Drarga - Agadir Ida Outanane

Carob trees of Tiznit

Taliouine saffron

The alm
ond trees of Tafraoute
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Olives

Aromatic & 
medicinal plants

The plains of the Souss between sea and mountain provide ideal climate and favourable 
ground for boundless olive orchards, a millennial staple of Mediterranean cuisine and 
Moroccan cooking.
The harvest consists mostly of the «Moroccan Picholine» variety of olives, and 
Souss Massa hosts several industrial companies marketing olive oil and 
bulk or canned edibles. In line with the regional provision of Morocco’s 
2020-2030 Generation Green agricultural development strategy, olive 
production in Souss Massa is set to increase by 29%.

Most aromatic and medicinal plants in the region are wild and under-
documented. The mountainous reliefs of Imouzzer Ida Outanane in Agadir’s 

hinterland are particularly bountiful. Aromatic and medicinal plants are now the 
subject of a national strategy of scientific research and documentation to identify, 

showcase and protect medicinal and culinary properties. For example, local thyme 
honey was awarded in 2017 a geographical quality label, the «Miel de Thym de 

Souss Massa», by the Ministry of Agriculture, Maritime Fisheries, 
Rural Development and Water and Forests.

Dates
Famous for its Saharan climate, the Province of Tata is perfect 

for dates, where their cultivation is based on a sustainable and 
reasoned exploitation which takes into account human, water, and 
environmental factors. In Tata, dates are the mainstay of agriculture 
and include more than 150 varieties, the most important of which 
are Boufgouss, Buittob, Bousakri, and Iljihl.

Honey is one of the main natural resources of Imouzzer Ida Outanane, located 
some 40 miles (65 km) from Agadir in the foothills of the High Atlas. Generously 

endowed, Imouzzer Ida Outanane enjoys a variety of bioclimates hosting abundant 
flora, including a large number of aromatic and medicinal plants which, once 

foraged by bees, give the local honey the specific taste and therapeutic 
properties it is famous for. Every year, in summer, Imouzzer Ida 

Outanane holds its Honey Festival for beekeeping producers 
and associations from the region, an age-old tradition 

recently brought back to life.

Honey

Aguinane palm grove - Tata Province

Euphorbia - Biosphere of the argan tree

Olive Grove - Paradise Valley - Im
ouzzer Ida Outanane

Inzerki Apiary - Tata Province

Local heritage & know-how



42 Wealth and know-how: 
craftsmanship

Jewellery

Amazigh Rugs

In Souss Massa, Amazigh jewels are sumptuous adornments of noble materials which vary 
significantly from one province to another. Tiznit has long been famous for its silversmiths, 
skilled in creating both traditional and modern jewellery. Tiznit is well known for 
its filigree technique, while the southern Anti-Atlas is better known for its black 
enamel inlay technique. In celebrations and festivities, traditional Amazigh 
jewels of Souss Massa are particularly more impressive with head jewels 
of coins or spikes, large chest adornments, triangular fibulae, large 
bracelets, and amber beads.

The Moroccan Berber rugs in Souss Massa are the pinnacle of 
craftsmanship. Two varieties stand out in the region: Jbel Siroua and 

Foum Zguid. Jbel Siroua (Siroua Mountain), land of saffron, is the country 
of the Aït Ouaouzguite families who produce a wide range of beautiful rugs 

much appreciated for the quality of their wool and tinted with natural dyes based 
on mountain flowers, roots, henna, or bark. In southern Tata, the City of Foum Zguid 
is also known for its handmade carpets: The ‘Zguidi’ rug is made from sheep’s wool 

and decorated with Amazigh patterns.

Pottery

The result of unique and timeless knowledge and 
experience, the pottery of Tata uses ecological raw materials 

such as clay, of course, but also traditional paint, and gum arabic. 
Potters also use traditional tools before setting their creation on an 
artisanal wheel then firing it. Tata pottery utensils are still used 
today in local homes. To preserve this heritage, local non-profit 
organisations have sprung to provide apprenticeships to new 
generations of potters who will carry on the tradition.

Ironwork has a long-standing tradition in Morocco where craftsmen are 
masters in the art, with wrought iron adorning many ancient and modern 
buildings across the Kingdom. The varieties of metals and techniques 

practised are the heritage of a long history and multiple influences, with 
each master providing their own flair and creativity. Their work can 

be admired at the windows of the old Kasbah building and the 
Medina of Agadir, or in modern, industrious workshops 

and traditional markets.

Wrought iron

Weaving loom - Amazigh rugs

Wrought iron lantern

Pottery shop, Souk Assarag, Taroudannt

Am
azigh jew

ellery - Tanbalt



Brazing asserted itself in Morocco from the 14th century, shaping sheets 
of copper, brass, silver or other metals. Braziers, also known as coppersmith, 
manufacture utilitarian and decorative objects (or both), such as kettles, teapots, 

trays, but also magnificent lampshades, candle holders and lanterns the 
ornate work of which filters the light to provide a unique atmosphere 

to their surroundings. In almost every city across Souss Massa 
you will find braziers hard at work, creating and displaying 

unique, delicate yet robust creations.
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Baboosh slippers

Basketry

The City of Tafraoute is famous for its handcrafted slippers, most often embroidered with 
multi-coloured threads. The craftsmen perpetuate their Amazigh adorning on handmade 
slippers with round toes and thick soles for rugged terrains. Tafraoute craftsmen 
compete in creativity and do not hesitate today to decorate slippers with rhinestones 
or coloured pearls. Widely available in the shops of the city, these slippers are 
commonly worn by locals and very popular with visitors.

The palm groves and waterways that run through the oasis 
landscapes of the Province of Tata provide a variety of natural 

materials woven into many every-day objects widely used by locals 
and much appreciated by visitors, in particular baskets and mats. 

Basketry is an important source of revenue for many craftswomen of the 
Province who work with palm fibres and the stems of plants that grow along the 

banks of waterways. With a beautiful natural hue as canvas, Tata’s basketry is often 
punctuated with splashes of colour.

Fine
leather goods

Moroccan leather craftsmanship is so ancient and renowned 
that it gave its name to the French word for leatherwork, 

«Maroquinerie». Both flexible and robust, leather is used in a wide 
variety of applications from clothing to decoration. Master craftsmen 
and craftswomen carefully select and treat different types of hides for 
poufs and sofas, belts and clothes, saddles and saddlebags, slippers or 
wallets. Souks, craft centres and designer outlets across Souss Massa 
showcase the best of this traditional yet constantly evolving craft.

Brassware

Amazigh Akrab or Ajbir handbag

Basketry, Tata Province

“Idoukane” slippers from
 Tafraoute

Brassware craftsman

Wealth and know-how: 
craftsmanship
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izane Houara -Taroudannt Province

Intangible heritage: 
popular arts

Ahwach Tissint
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The villagers of Tissint palm grove oasis are famous for creating an Ahwach dagger dance, 
a magnificent traditional wedding ritual. Unique to Southern Morocco, Ahwach is a collective 
performance of dance, singing, poetry, and percussion.
Women in semi-circle move to-and-fro to a rhythm, calling out to the poets of the group. 
A young man then appears, tracing with his dagger «lkummiyt» circles around the 
lady he covets and attempts to snatch a ring placed on her head to prove their 
common intention to marry. On stage, the Ahwach Tissint style enchants 
audiences with sumptuous costumes and the quality of their performance 
to the sound of tambourines and ganga talking drums.
Today, the Tissint Ahwach dance plays an essential role in 
safeguarding and showcasing Amazigh cultural heritage.

The ancient musical tradition of Rways, rooted in the landscapes of the Souss, has 
adapted over time. Despite modernisation and globalisation, many young artists revisit 
and reinterpret this Amazigh cultural heritage. The poet-singer Rays accompanies himself 
with a monochord «Ribab» fiddle with a particular bittersweet timbre. His poetry draws on 
images of agricultural life, hunting, nature, thwarted loves, religion, and social life.

Rways
Mizane Houara
Spectacular Houara captivates the public for its breath-taking 
action. Located in the heart of the Souss valley, the city of Ouled 
Teïma, also known as Houara, between the High Atlas and the Anti-
Atlas mountain ranges, is surrounded by a magnificent landscape of 
orchards and a belt of Argan trees. Traditional Houara dances feature a 
troupe of men and a woman. To a very lively rhythm, the men launch into 
the dance, then one of them breaks away as a soloist. The woman rushes to 
the centre when the rhythm reaches its climax. The dance becomes a frenzied 
whirlwind of rare power requiring impressive physical strength.

Ahwach Tissint - Tata Province - (COP 22 - Marrakech 2016)
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Ahyad Haha

Ahwach Ajmak
Traditional «Ajmak» is one of the Ahwach for which the 
territories of Chtouka Aït Baha are famous. Ahwach Ajmak is 
characterised by poetic improvisation through sung dialogue and 
has long been used by the Amazigh as a means of communication 
and to exchange visions between «inddamne» poets who focus their 
performance on political, social or economic topics of interest to their 
contemporaries.
Through Ajmak, men live to the rhythm of nature and sing as they labour in 
the fields, often collectively, embodying the ever-present «tewizi» culture in 
achtouken forms. Ajmak combines poetry, dance, and rhythms in a particularly 
creative collective art form. Ajmak art is widespread in Rasmouka (Tiznit province) 
and mainly in the areas of Chtouka and Aït Baha, among the Idaoud Mohand, Aït 
Ouadrim, Aït Milk, Aït Sawab, Aït Baha and Ilalne tribes.

Taskiwin

Where the High Atlas mountains stretch out to meet the ocean, the twists and turns of history 
gave birth to an Amazigh warrior dance called Taskiwin, which simulates ancient battles to a 
rhythmic cadence, accompanied by a vigorous shoulder shrug and «taarija» percussion. The 
dancers wear a white tunic, a cartridge belt and a powder flask called Tiskt on their 
shoulder. Made of walnut, a noble and light wood, the Tiskt is richly decorated 
and covered with silver leaf. The whole is completed with decorative woollen 
threads traditionally worked by women. In December 2017, the 12th 
Intergovernmental Committee of UNESCO registered Taskiwin dance as 
intangible heritage in need of urgent safeguarding.

To celebrate mutual aid between Amazigh villages who ploughed or harvested 
the fields together, traditional rituals emerged over centuries to celebrate 
encounters and appreciate the generosity of the land. The popular art of Ahyad (or 
dance of Ahyad) continues to be practised among the «Haha» families of Souss Massa. 
It is a traditional dance that historians link to celebrations of victories against the enemy, 
hence its military character with rapid back-and-forth movement recalling war manoeuvres. 
Led by a conductor, the troupe includes an «aawad» flute and «tiluna» tambourines, as well as 
male «imhdarne» dancers moving in tight formations.

Taskiwin - Taroudannt Province, COP 22 - Marrakech 2016

Ahwach Ajm
ak - Chtouka Aït Baha Province
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Intangible heritage: 
popular arts
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52 Greater Agadir, metropolis of 
Souss Massa AGADIR
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AÏT MELLOUL

CHTOUKA
AÏT BAHA

TAROUDANNT

TATATIZNIT

Greater Agadir
Greater Agadir presents an original and unusual configuration as it includes two territories: the Prefectures 
of Agadir Ida Outanane and of Inezgane Aït Melloul, and is built above all on the close and longstanding kinship 
between the two territories. This innate solidarity is historically rooted in their common Amazigh identity, largely 
descending from the Amazigh families Mesguina and Ksima respectively.
This brotherhood was demonstrated and took on its full meaning during the terrible earthquake that destroyed Agadir in 
1960. Having survived the earthquake, Inezgane was the first to help Agadir and to welcome survivors. Today, many citizens 
of Agadir are children of Inezgane who continue to weave close ties between the two cities.

Five miles (8 km) from each other, Agadir and Inezgane are as different 
as they are complementary. Whereas Agadir is tourist and seaside 

focused, Inezgane prefers the land and the trade of local products and 
crafts. To the modern buildings of Agadir erected in its reconstruction, 

Inezgane opposes a landscape dominated by traditional districts and 
shopping squares, including a very old municipal souk, and several 

permanent markets, trendy malls and major outlets, yet maintains 
its architectural heritage. Inezgane also plays an important if 
passive role in tourism as it hosts Al Massira Airport, Agadir’s 
gateway to the world.

Surf & Turf

Agadir Ida Outanane prefecture

Inezgane Aït Melloul prefecture

Total area

Total area

Region’s area

Region’s area

Population

Population

Working age 
population

Working age 
population

Population 
density 

Population 
density 

887 sq miles 
(2,297 km²)

116 sq miles 
(300 km²)

4,27 %

0,56 %

667,500

613,000

280,000

263,000

11,007 people per 
sq mile (4,250/km²)

density 4,791 
people per sq 
mile (1,850/km²)

Sources: HCP 2018 - 2019

Inezgane 
Aït Melloul: 

A commercial 
tradition

Historically, Inezgane has long 
hosted a major market called «Tlata» 

on Tuesdays which drew many people 
from the surrounding lands, sometimes 

after several days of walking. The city has 
kept its commercial identity and continues to 

attract a large clientele of consumers to both 
traditional markets and modern shopping centres. 

With an original facade of hundreds of arcades, the 
large historical market on Avenue Mokhtar Soussi is 

famous for its countless merchandise shops, ranging from 
food products to handicrafts, but also for its many gold and silver 

jewels. Inezgane, an urban centre for wholesalers and retailers, has 
enhanced its appeal to traders and customers alike with the creation of 

new traditional markets as well as contemporary malls such as Souk Al Houria, 
Sahara Mall, Atlas Mall, Marjane supermarket and a large wholesale fish market 

with a daily processing capacity of 150 (metric) tonnes. The Prefecture of Inezgane 
Aït Melloul also hosts the first logistics industrial and business park of the 

metropolis of Greater Agadir, on 112 ac (45) ha of well-connected and 
strategically located land.

Agadir Bay

AGADIR
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Mokhtar Soussi shopping avenue - Inezgane

Souss Massa
region



A surf 
destination

The Atlantic coast of Souss Massa offers miles and miles of 
windswept beaches and ideal conditions for many water sports, in 

particular surfing. World-renowned «spots» attract international athletes 
and competitions, especially in the winter when the swell is highest, while the 

summer offers small, regular and gentle waves ideal for beginners. From Anza to 
Imsouane, most surf spots are defined as «Point Breaks» with waves breaking along 

rocky headlands. On the southern beaches, the sea currents become stronger and 
the waves form impressive «Beach Breaks».

Spas & wellness
Between ocean and mountains rich in natural health care products, 

Agadir perpetuates a tradition of wellness through exceptional spas.
All major hotel brands, such as Sofitel Agadir Thalassa sea & spa, 
Hyatt Place Taghazout Bay, Hyatt Regency Taghazout, Riu Tikida 
Palace Taghazout Bay, Paradis Plage, Fairmont Taghazout Bay and 
Radisson Blu Resort Taghazout Bay Surf Village, host in-house top-
of-the-range Spas.

A pleasant quality of life

CHU university 
hospital complex

In addition to its many economic advantages and strong links to the world, Greater Agadir 
offers a very pleasant quality of life with a wide range of luxury villas and apartments, major 
outlets, boutiques and traditional shops, refined restaurants and local eateries. With three miles 
(5 km) of Atlantic seafront always a few minutes away, the metropolis enjoys a sunny, temperate 
climate throughout the year and hosts both water sports and great outdoors activities in the 
dramatic landscapes of the Atlas mountains. All the necessary administrative services and 
professional amenities are present, as well as consular representation and a vibrant 
non-profit organisations and cultural scene.
The metropolis also offers a large choice of schools, colleges, and universities, 
both public and private, covering all specialties: engineering, architecture, 
medicine, pharmacy, economics, finance and many other sectors to 
provide children and students with quality education and training.

Offering quality care to a constantly growing population requires major infrastructure 
investment. Agadir’s Centre Hospitalier Universitaire (CHU), or teaching hospital, 

offers more than 800 beds and 8 specialty medicine departments. Thanks 
to Agadir’s 2020-2024 Urban Development Program, the health 

sector will also benefit from new infrastructure including a day 
hospital, health, diagnostic and rehabilitation centres, 

and a mental health hospital.
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A surf destination

Taghazout Skatepark Agadir University Hospital

SPA Asenfo - Hyatt Place - Taghazout Bay

Greater Agadir, metropolis of 
Souss Massa



Events, trade fairs
& festivals

Greater Agadir regularly buzzes with major festive and professional events: Timitar is an annual World Music 
festival which completed its 17th edition in 2022. Since 2006, Agadir has been vibrating to the rhythm of the 
Concert for Tolerance, welcoming up to 200,000 spectators on the beach. Agadir is also an ideal destination for 
major sports competitions, such as Agadir’s international triathlon and green marathon.
Major fishing port in the Kingdom, Agadir hosts biannual Salon Halieutis, a major trade fair for fishery professionals. The 
45,000-seat Grand Stade d’Agadir, built as part of Morocco’s recent bid to host the football (soccer) World Cup, meets FIFA 
standards and already hosts many international sporting events with a capacity of 45,000 spectators.
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A convention centre to 
boost business tourism

To boost regional economic development, Agadir is developing a 
world-class Congress and Exhibition Centre ideal for organising 

major national and international events. This multifunction complex 
will also include a luxury hotel, restaurants and a business park. 

Adjoining cinemas, shopping mall and attractions will also be 
popular with the local population.

Treated wastewater for golf 
courses & public parks

Greater Agadir’s dynamic expansion and its tourist vocation, in particular golfing, 
require environmentally-respectful water management.

Recurrent droughts require the use of non-conventional water such as treated 
wastewater to help preserve the region’s reserve of groundwater. A vast 
investment program has been launched to collect, transfer and treat and 
reuse wastewater. The M’Zar treatment plant, lynchpin of the plan, can 
treat up to 2.42 bn UK gallons (11 m m³) of treated water for 2470 ha 

(1000 ha) of golf courses and parks across the metropolis.

Golf du Soleil (Sun golf) - 36 holes - Inezgane

Development perspective - Agadir Congress and Exhibition Centre

Aourir wastewater treatment plant

Tihihit Titrit - Tim
itar Festival, Agadir

With four world-class golf courses, Greater Agadir is a popular destination for golfers 
and has long hosted the prestigious Hassan II Golf Trophy and the Lalla Meryem Women’s 

Cup. Inspired by Florida, the Golf du Soleil offers a technical 36-hole course. Planted 
with eucalyptus, Golf Les Dunes is a 27-hole course on hilly terrain. Along the 

Oued Souss, the Golf de l’Océan offers three themed 9-hole courses (dune, 
desert and garden). Recent Tazegzout Golf offers an 18-hole course 

with panoramic views of the Taghazout Bay seaside resort. 
Nestled in a palm grove, 9-hole Royal Golf of Agadir is 

the incumbent course in the region as it opened 
in 1955.

Four
international golf 

courses

Greater Agadir, metropolis of 
Souss Massa



Acted February 4, 2020 under the effective Presidency of His Majesty King Mohammed VI, may God glorify 
Him, Agadir’s 2020-2024 Urban Development Program (PDU) testifies to the city’s central role in 

the Kingdom’s economy. High Royal Solicitude is dramatically upgrading transport and public 
infrastructure as can already be seen across the metropolis. The PDU will significantly 

improve the quality of life for residents and visitors alike, in particular with Agadir’s 
first BRT line, almost 10 miles (15.5 km) long with 35 stops, which will upgrade 

public transport and ease traffic across the city.
The program also provides new parking spaces, widens major access roads into 

the city, and develops green spaces and urban parks. The arts and culture 
scene will be boosted with new museums, libraries, theatres, cinemas and 

reading points, while local sports facilities will be built across the city.
This urban development program, and the growing appeal of the resorts, 

will enhance the emblematic image of Agadir bay as a prime seaside 
destination. Coordinating no less than 94 major individual projects 

across the city, the PDU will boost the inclusive economic and social 
development of the territory, establishing Agadir as one of the foremost 

metropolises of the Kingdom.
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94 projets, Dh6 bn budget

(approx. $667 m, €565 m, £485 m at 2021 average spot 
exchange rates)

6 major components:

Agadir’s first busway line (BHNS)
Upgrades to transport infrastructure
Upgrades to Agadir’s urban equipment and its resort district
Preserve the environment and develop green spaces
Showcase and preserve culture, heritage and places of worship
Upgrades to basic social facilities and the living environment

Agadir’s 2020-2024 Urban 
Development Program

Sports f eld - Ibn Zaidoun Urban Park

Development perspective - Rue de la Foire

Development perspective - Underground car park - Al Inbiāat Urban Park

Development perspective - Great Mosque - Essalam District



Remembrance 
Forest

Amalway, Agadir’s
BRT Line
Amalway is a Bus rapid transit (BRT) line, a.k.a busway or transitway, a bus-based public transport system 
on dedicated roadways known locally as BHNS. As such, it is a major component of Agadir’s 2020-2024 PDU 
acted on February 4, 2020 under the Presidency of His Majesty King Mohammed VI, may God assist Him.
With Amalway combining the capacity and speed of a metro with the flexibility, lower cost and 
simplicity of a bus system on the one hand, and with the upgrade of the city’s bus fleet on the 
other hand, residents and visitors alike will enjoy significantly upgraded public transport.
Almost 10 miles long (15.5 km), Amalway will link the Port of Agadir to the Tikiouine 
district in 45 minutes.
This high capacity BRT line will indeed run across the city and serve many of its 
most vibrant districts such as the resort district, the administrative district, 
Avenue Hassan II, Souk Lhad, Hassan I Avenue, Ibn Zohr University Pole, 
Al Houda City, Tassila industry and business park, as well as the 
centre of Tikiouine.
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Amalway 
in numbers

Dedicated roads & lanes
9.6 miles (15.5 km) route
12.4 mph average speed (20 km/h)
Crossing time 45 min
35 modern stations
6 multimodal hubs
5’ frequency in rush hour
Available 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
60,000 passengers transported per day
Fleet of modern 59-69 ft articulated buses (18 to 21 m)
Real time traffc information
State-of-the-art ticketing
Reduced-mobility access

Development perspective - The Forest of Remembrance

Below the emblematic 
mountain topped with 

the heritage site of Agadir 
Oufella extends another 

area full of memories. The old 
Talborjt destroyed by the 1960 

earthquake, which had remained 
lifeless, will now be re-developed 

in a very original manner.
On the edge of the gardens 

overlooking main Avenue Mohammed 
V, the L’Msella esplanade and the area 

reserved for driving tests, «La Forêt du 
Souvenir’’ will cover more than 120 ac (just 

over 50 ha) and include an innovative planting 
and management system to boost climate 

resilience, improve residents’ mental and physical 
well-being, and enrich both biodiversity and ecosystem 

services. With generous and unifying programs, regular 
and occasional visitors to Remembrance Forest will discover 

rich and diversified landscape compositions. At the bend of a trail, 
strolling at random, visitors will be surprised by a path suspended in 

the trees, welcoming clearings, or belvederes offering breath-taking views. 
The experience will focus on the pleasure of being outside, alone or with others, 

for a family walk, sports practice, or events.
Enjoying original and distributed equipment, all will find their place and 

everyone can meet in welcoming venues such as squares, playgrounds, 
fitness trails or mountain bike circuits.

Development perspective - Amalway BRT, Avenue Hassan II

Agadir’s 2020-2024 Urban 
Development Program



Parks, gardens
& sports fields

The preservation of the environment and the development of green spaces are central to Agadir’s 
PDU 2020-2024 and significantly improve the quality of urban life. In the heart of the metropolis, 
59 ac (24 ha) Al Inbiaat urban park will be redeveloped to include a theatre (Grand Théâtre 
d’Agadir), a media library, and several sports areas. Ibn Zaidoun Gardens, covering 28.4 
ac (11.5 ha) and considered a historical site, will be redeveloped and embellished 
with their initial layout and plant heritage preserved. The PDU will also create 
more than 20 local sports fields as well as fitness trails for teens and adults 
and play areas for children to further improve the quality of life.

The centrepiece of Agadir’s heritage preservation program focuses on the 
rehabilitation of Agadir Oufella, the Kasbah (fortress) on the top of the hill where a 600 

or so souls lived on the night it was destroyed by the 1960 earthquake, killing virtually 
everyone in it. The heritage program focuses on commemorating a lifestyle destroyed 

and the lives lost.
In the city centre, the Museum of Reconstruction and Memory will be 

housed in the former headquarters of Bank Al-Maghrib to explain the 
shock of the earthquake and the reconstruction that followed. 

To boost the cultural scene, a Grand Théâtre with more 
than 1,000 seats will be built, while a public 

reading network built around a large media 
library will be deployed across all 

neighbourhoods.
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Culture
& heritage

The Agadir Dome
This atypical three-dimensional metal tube structure originally built 

after the 1960 earthquake to house the fruit and vegetables wholesale 
market became disused and was later damaged by fire. This emblematic 

structure has now been refurbished and enhanced with modern stage, sound, 
and light equipment to host cultural events, concerts, live shows, and plays. In 

memory of its first function as a wholesale market, «La Coupole» will now become 
Agadir’s Cultural & Gastronomic Centre, with outdoor spaces laid out as a garden and 

a cultural café.

Development perspective - The Corniche of Agadir

Developm
ent perspective - The Grand Theatre of Agadir

Covering more than 3 miles of coastline (5 km), Agadir’s tourism district will be 
enhanced with modern urban equipment and thematic routes focused on leisure, culture, 
and retail therapy. Vantage points and underground car parks will be installed, while Place 
du Soleil and Place Lahouar will be redeveloped for sports activities and children’s games with 
integrated skate parks. The heart of the tourist area will also house the Timitar Museum, dedicated 
to Amazigh culture, as well as an Eco-Park focused on sports activities.

Upgrading Agadir’s
resort district

The Agadir Reconstruction Museum

Development perspective - The Dome of Agadir

Agadir’s 2020-2024 Urban 
Development Program



Central & peripheral
mobility

To reduce congestion and improve the movement of goods and people, Agadir’s 2020-
2024 PDU will boost public and private transport infrastructure in the central part of the 
metropolis as well as between the airport, the commercial port, the highway, industry and 
business parks, the Grand Stade d’Agadir and other major urban hubs. The PDU’s holistic 
approach to mobility focuses on major roads in the city centre such as the expressway 
along the new urban centre and Avenue Mohammed V from the entrance to the city 
by Bensergao, as well avenues and local roads which have been widened and 
developed across the suburbs.

In response to local expectations and the economic and tourist development 
of Agadir, Avenue Mohammed V, one of the main and historic arteries of the city, 
has been both upgraded and redeveloped. The four mile (6.8 km) section from 

Avenue Mohammed V to Bensergao will be widened to include a third 
lane, and will be provided with upgraded intersections, a hardened 

surface, innovative and pleasant lighting, improved safety, and 
embellished landscaped.
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Mohammed V 
Avenue

Expressway
The city has expanded along the fields which used to border 

National Road 1 linking the commercial port and the airport, two 
strategic sites for mobility and logistic flows. Today, this main artery 

benefits from significant decongestion thanks to the redevelopment and 
urbanisation of the expressway. The centrality of the expressway in the traffic 

volume of the city is of crucial importance, given the economic projections of the 
region. 13 miles long (20 km), this optimised road aims to provide better service to 
urban areas, reduce travel time, and contain peri-urban exchange and transit traffic 

on suitable routes. This project supports the consolidation of road infrastructure and 
regional multi-sector development strategies.

Development of Avenue Mohammed V

Developm
ent of the Avenue Prince Héritier

To relieve congestion and to facilitate access to the metropolis, a North-East 
Bypass is currently under construction. This 18 mile dual lane road (29 km) will 
divert traffic between the Port and Al Massira Airport, bypassing the city through 
Drarga and the districts of Tilila, Hay Mohammadi and Illigh.
This bypass considerably improves mobility of people, and crucially, goods, to enable the 
city to fulfil its destiny as engine of regional growth, and boosts Agadir’s appeal by improving 
visitors’ transit experience between the airport and the resort district.

BypassDevelopment perspective of the North-East Bypass

Agadir’s 2020-2024 Urban 
Development Program



Health, Sports
& Urbanity City

Sports division
1087 ac (440 ha)

Urbanisation
Area

981 ac (397 ha)

A multipolar hub

Located in the northeast of the city, this new urban hub will play an important role in the development of 
the city, through sports, entertainment, health, research, and training infrastructure. The construction of a 
multimodal transport hub, which will host Agadir’s first train station and connect it to the national high speed rail 
network will boost Agadir’s appeal as a tourist destination as well as strengthen local transport connectivity.
Covering more than 2900 ac (1176 hectares), Agadir’s «Cité de la Santé, des Sports et de l’Urbanité» stands out for 
its strategic location between the existing urban fabric and the future bypass. Encompassing within its scope major 
infrastructure such as the Grand Stade d’Agadir, the University hospital complex, the National School of Applied Sciences, 
and the Faculty of medicine and pharmacy, this new urban development offers remarkable investment opportunities benefiting 
from reasoned urban planning.

As the names indicates, this new urban hub will provide multiple 
services and dedicated venues: a 1087 ac (440 ha) sports cluster 

around the Grand Stade d’Agadir, a 838 ac (339 ha) healthcare 
training cluster focused the CHU, and a 981ac (397 ha) deferred 

urbanisation area near the multimodal station projected by the 
Greater Agadir’s PDU.

Focused around the Grand Stade d’Agadir, the Sports hub will rely on the appeal and scale 
of this unifying venue to transform it into a real urban landmark. This hub will develop its 
green and sports identity by relying on the natural topography of the site to create a set of green 
spaces and equipment around the stadium dedicated to entertainment, leisure and sports.

66 Health-Training Cluster
838 ac (339 ha)

Designed around the 867-bed University Hospital Centre, the Health-Training 
cluster will focus on training the high level care providers the metropolis needs 
and deserves for its ongoing growth, and will further boost the appeal of the 
region.
With green corridors as borders between nodes to offer rest and recreation 
areas, research-dedicated premises will be organised around the University 
Hospital Centre, the Faculty of Medicine and Pharmacy, and the psychiatric 
hospital part of Agadir’s 2020-2024 urban development program.

National Road 1
Bypass

Sports cluster 1087 ac (440 ha)
838 ac 339 ha

981 ac (397 ha)
Health cluster
Urbanisation cluster

Grand Stadium of Agadir

Agadir University 
Hospital

Multimodal station

Agadir’s new urban hub

The Grand Stadium
 of Agadir

This section is destined for housing, structuring facilities and local services centred 
around a major urban landmark, the multimodal transport hub and train station 

which will attract large flows of passengers. To ensure a quality of life for 
residents and smooth traffic conditions, a structuring and hierarchical 

road network will ensure its connectivity, while breathing 
spaces will be developed in the form of green corridors. 

Zoning has been designed to offer diversified 
real estate development opportunities to 

meet all expectations in terms of 
accommodation.

 

Urban composition favouring a balanced distribution of vocations and functions for the new urban centre of Agadir



 

Development perspective - Agadir cable car

Central hub of the region, Agadir Ida Outanane is the main tourist attraction 
as it includes Agadir itself, its bay, the surf village of Taghazout, the city’s 
traditional market Souk Lhad, the historic site of Agadir Oufella, and many other world 
famous sites.
The destination is also renowned for its world class golf courses, its major sports facilities as 
well as its diverse cultural and professional events which attract visitors from around the world.
Agadir Ida Outanan would not be what it is today without Inezgane Aït Melloul and the historically 
close ties between them. Inezgane Aït Melloul is also rich in heritage, including many modern market 
and traditional souks, an ancestral carnival, annual moussems (customary festivals combining festive and 
commercial activities), and is a gateway to Souss Massa National Park which hosts a wide range of wild animals 
and birds.
Combined, these make a vibrant metropolis with a unique quality of life and an exceptional climate, which is now opening 
up to new niche tourism concepts such as water sports, mountain tourism, authentic cultural experience, entertainment, 
animal parks, and nature leisure centres.
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Agadir Oufella

The Kasbah of Agadir Oufella is an emblematic monument of local and national 
importance. Completely destroyed in the 1960 earthquake, this fortress has now been 
partially restituted as part of Agadir’s 2020-2024 PDU.
A holistic heritage preservation program, involving a wide range of expertise from 
archaeologists to engineers, has reconstructed (restituted) the ramparts and the iconic gate as 
they were just before the earthquake struck, to help modern and future generations pay their 
respect to their forebears and discover a way of life destroyed in a single dramatic instant.

Agadir cable car

Serving Danialand amusement park, Agadir’s cable car will also provide access to 
the Kasbah of Agadir Oufella and boost the appeal of the metropolis. Compliant 

with the latest safety requirement, the cable car will have a first 5760 ft 
line (1755 m) linking the city centre to the Kasbah on the hill and a 

second 3950 ft line (1203 m) connecting the Kasbah to Danialand. 
Semi-underground and environmentally respectful stations 

provide low visual impact to preserve an iconic and 
historic landscape.

Developm
ent of the Kasbah of Agadir Oufella

The single gate to the Kasbah of Agadir Oufella

Agadir tourism potential



 

Souk L’had - Traditional market of Agadir

Souk Lhad

In the heart of the modern Agadir, historic Souk Lhad market displays traditional architecture 
celebrating the ancestral know-how of southern Morocco. With crenelated ramparts evoking the walls 
of ancient fortified cities, this large municipal market perpetuates the country’s trading traditions and that 
of a local weekly market born several centuries ago. Covering almost 27 acres (11 ha), Souk Lhad offers a feast 
for the senses with strolls through countless alleys full of life and a profusion of colours and scents.
Considered a cultural heritage worth preserving, the souk’s architecture has recently been enhanced and its 
infrastructure upgraded to enhance its attraction, both for the quality of its goods and for the beauty of its venues. With 
nearly 50,000 visitors a day and nearly 3,000 retail outlets, Souk Lhad brings to life a diversity of trades and helps safeguard 
and transmit ancestral traditions. Now one of the largest souks in Morocco, Souk Lhad is today a real economic and social hub 
of regional, national and international scope.

Kasbah Lagssimi
Built at the beginning of the 20th century by Mohamed Ben Hadj Lahcen 
Ksimi, former Caïd (tribal chief, judge, or senior official) of the Ksima-Mesguina 
tribe and former Pasha of Agadir, Kasbah Lagssimi is protected heritage (decree 
16.3224 of October 24, 2016). Composed of a wall, towers, entrances, a riad residence 
with annexes, a water tower, the Sidi M’Bark Mausoleum, gardens, and the headquarters 
of Moroccan Red Crescent, the Kasbah covers a total area of approximately 3.4 acres (13,600 
m²) with premises of approximately 146300 sq ft (2,700 m²). Part of the Kasbah Lagssimi is the 
subject of a rehabilitation and restoration project to house various cultural events and tourist activities, 
and enhance and showcase the tangible and intangible heritage of Inezgane.
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Win Timdouine 
caves
Souss Massa offers exceptional opportunities for caving and 
spelunking in the Win Timdouine cave, the largest cave in Africa and 
located 44 miles (70 km) northeast of Agadir. This gigantic underground 
network drains the rainwater of Tasroukht plateau at an altitude of 5870 
feet (1789 m). The geological configuration and the tectonic activity of this 
region have allowed the formation of an underground river and a series of lakes 
forming a large underground fresh water reserve. The cave has been studied 
and mapped intensively since 1950 by speleologists. At the foot of the Tasroukht 
Plateau, the Win Timdouine cave («Cave of the Lakes’ ‘ in the Amazigh language) 
meanders about 150 feet (50 m) underground over a total of more than 12 miles (19 
km) of galleries. Its exploration is subject to authorization from the local authorities 
and requires a certified guide.

Kasbah Lagssi
mi – Inezg

ane

Win Timdouine cave - Agadir Ida Outanane

Agadir tourism potential



The Art of 
Fantasia

 

The Saadian Tombs

The art of Fantasia, a traditional exhibition of horsemanship also 
named Tbourida for its use of gunpowder, is closely linked to the traditions 

of Inezgane. Each of the festivities that take place in the city is accompanied by 
demonstrations of this noble and ancestral art much appreciated by the public. Each 

Fantasia is spectacular and impressive as it features a group of horsemen and 
mounts dressed in ceremonial costumes simulating an assault and ending 

in a salvo of gunfire. This equestrian art dating from the 15th century 
is practised with one of the oldest equine breeds in the world, 

the Barb Horse, a proud and enduring animal originating 
from North Africa. Inezgane is also home to a historic 

establishment where the Fantasia is practised 
for all kinds of celebrations.
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The small village of Aguerd, perched behind a forest of Argan trees 
at the foot of the High Atlas, is home to a Koranic school and an almost 
thousand-year-old mosque from which emanate fragments of history 
against a backdrop of spirituality and devotion. Called «Timezguida 
Ougard», this mosque is surrounded by an impressive cemetery where lie 
the remains of the martyrs who fought under the leadership of the Saadians 
against the Portuguese occupation of Founty (Agadir). The site also houses 
two ornate «Tissaādiyine» burial sites which suggest that these are the burial 
sites of Saadian princes. These monuments testify to the ancestral history of 
the Mesguina region, known since the 11th century as a passage for commercial 
Trans-Saharan caravans.

Ahwach Souss 

Cradle of very old families in the region, Inezgane periodically perpetuates an ancient 
commercial and festive tradition: the Moussem Sidi Lhaj M’Bark. This popular gathering 
is the legacy of a secular and intangible heritage based on a religious event, which occurred 
a very long time ago, and therefore bears the name of a man of faith whose tomb is located in 
Inezgane. Today as yesterday, the Moussem Sidi Lhaj M’Bark is a great opportunity for the citizens of 
the city and the surrounding area to gather, trade, sell, or buy local products. Immersed in an irresistible 
effervescence throughout the duration of the event, this ancestral festival also comes alive with 
Fantasia horsemanship displays, music and traditional dances.

Le Moussem Sidi Lhaj M’Bark 
Inezgane

The Saadian tom
bs - M

esguina - Agadir Ida Outanane

Fantasia – Tbourida

Agadir tourism potential
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Development of the 
banks of the Oued Souss
In the Prefecture of Inezgane Aït Melloul, the banks of the Oued Souss river offer significant potential for 
strategic urban development to improve resident’s quality of life and boost the appeal of this natural extension 
of the city of Agadir and its bay. This development will also limit the impact of floods which threaten both local 
population and infrastructure, and provide a cornice on both banks. Considering the high population density of 
Inezgane and the many visitors it welcomes daily, the project will contribute to reducing the flow of visitors to the city, 
to make traffic flows to markets and shops more fluid, and be an engine of inclusive social and economic development for 
the population.

The 4½ mile (7 km) development of the right bank of the Oued Souss provides 
in particular many opportunities to unwind and relax, including jogging 

routes, cycle paths, play areas for children, multi-sports grounds for young 
people, social spaces for retirees, open-air theatres for events, discovery 

trails for flora and fauna, a prelude to the natural beauties of Souss Massa 
national park close by, as well as rest areas. To relieve congestion, car 

parks and traffic lanes will be set up along the entire length of the 
bank, facilitating access to the city’s shopping streets.

Birdwatching

Imagined in the form of a 4 mile (7 km) cornice, the development of the right bank of 
the Oued Souss provides in particular many relaxation areas, including jogging routes, 
cycle paths, play areas for children, multi-sports grounds for young people, social spaces 
for retirees, open-air theatres for events, observation points for flora and fauna, and rest areas. 
With a view to decongesting the city, car parks and traffic lanes will be set up along the entire length 
of the bank, allowing users to reach the city’s shopping streets in pleasant conditions.

A cornice for sport
and relaxation

Development perspective for the of the banks of the Oued Souss river - Inezgane

Flam
ingos - M

outh of the Oued Souss

Agadir tourism potential



Agadir’s Medina

The spirit of
the venue

In each city of the Kingdom, the old medinas (city centres) are the guardians of the history of 
Moroccan civilization. Deprived of its old town during the 1960 earthquake, Agadir’s plight touched 
the heart of Beato Salvatore «Coco» Polizzi, a master craftsman of Sicilian origin but born in Morocco, 
who had long harboured the ambition of recreating a medina for the city. Coming from a family of builders 
and powered by superhuman will, he started work on this pharaonic project in 1992, finding there a formidable 
material to express his talents. At the dawn of its opening in the year 2000, Coco Polizzi’s Medina revealed itself 
as an authentic architectural marvel, endowed with a powerful identity, in the image of its founder.
Built in the heart of the eucalyptus forests surrounding the urban centre of Agadir, the Medina unfolds inside ochre 
ramparts in languorous meanders of alleys, terraces, interior courtyards, hidden staircases, passageways and galleries, 
offering a wide range of viewpoints to visitors. Spread over more than 11 ac (4½ ha), the Medina hosts artisan boutique-
workshops, an exhibition of local products, a Moorish café, restaurants, an amphitheatre ideal for live shows, as well as squares 
and piazzas for people to meet, chat or relax among the colourful market stalls and the easels of painters immortalising these 
scenes of life in perpetual motion.

A stroll inside the alleys of the Medina transports the visitor out of time 
through patios and stalls. Here and there resonate the din and clatter of tools 

on wood, leather or metal, recreating the buzzing atmosphere of the traditional 
neighbourhoods of Morocco. Both a reflection of the architectural genius of 

ancient ksour (fortified villages of ancient Morocco) and a project sustainably 
built for the future, Agadir’s Medina is a magnificent testimony to the 

craftsmanship of the region in its museum-like quality and intrinsic mission 
of safeguarding and transmitting ancestral techniques to posterity. Of 
Arab, Amazigh, Andalusian, but also Greek and Roman inspiration, the 
exceptional city awakens the collective memory of visitors with a 
flood of emotions and wonder. Combining stone, earth and wood, 
everything in the Medina, from ribbed vault to carpentry, laden with 
mosaics and wrought iron, demonstrate the skill of «Maalem» 
master craftsmen under the artistic direction of Coco Polizzi.
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Governance
The Société de Développement Régional du Tourisme Souss Massa took over 
the Medina of Agadir in 2019 in line with its mission to safeguard the cultural and 
architectural heritage of the region.
By highlighting the site and its potential, the SDR du Tourisme Souss Massa aims to position 
the Medina of Agadir as a destination in itself and a place of entertainment significantly boosting 
the appeal of the region.

Total area

Developed and built area

11.2 ac (4.5 ha)

4.2 ac (1.7 ha)

Capacity

   
1 large esplanade

110 shops
7 workshops

1 500 seat amphitheatre
1 dining room

Small riad (traditional villa)

1 multipurpose hall
1 outdoor restaurant

1 main kitchen
1 playground for children
3 villas and 1 apartment

3 suites
2 barrels

Boutique & w
orkshops - The M

edina of Agadir

Large plaza - Moorish café - The Medina of Agadir

Alleys - The Medina of Agadir

Agadir tourism potential



• An environmental approach
Less than ten miles (15 km) north of Agadir, the seaside resort of Taghazout Bay 
extends between the Atlantic Ocean and the hilly foothills of the High Atlas. 
Adapted to the landscapes around it, the resort embodies responsible 
high-end tourism with high added value, both for visitors and for the 
destination itself. Led by the Société d’Aménagement et de Promotion 
de la Station de Taghazout (SAPST), Taghazout Bay focuses on 
sustainable development, the preservation of the environment, 
and the enhancement of human capital.

Commitment
& certifications

Prestigious hotels
& high-end residences
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Launched in 2012, the seaside resort has enjoyed exceptional 
development. It now has four major brands: Hyatt Place Taghazout Bay, 
Radisson Blu Resort Taghazout Bay Surf Village, Riu Palace Tikida Taghazout 
and White Beach Resort Taghazout (Pickalbatros), respectively opened in 2015, 
2016, 2019 and 2020, in addition to the Tazegzout Golf course which opened 
in 2014. Two other prestigious establishments, Fairmont Taghazout Bay and 
Hyatt Regency Taghazout, were opened in 2021 to strengthen the resort’s hotel 
offer. Since 2017, the resort has also housed residential units, high-end villas and 
apartments in line with the spirit of the resort.

Taghazout Bay’s economic model is that of a dream destination centred 
around sustainable development, which has earned it international 

recognition for its development through the High Environmental Quality 
certification, a standard for green building in France, for residential and for non-

residential (hotel) buildings, in addition to the QSE (Quality, Safety and Environment) 
certification awarded to the SAPST. Since 2016, Tazegzout Golf, the Hyatt Place 

hotel, and the Radisson Blu Resort Taghazout Bay Surf Village hotel have also 
been Green Globe certified.

Sport, wellness
& ecotourism

An ideal seaside destination for relaxation, Taghazout Bay offers a range of activities 
including golf, tennis and surfing, as well as high-end hotel spas for wellness. Nestled 
in a 245 ac (100 ha) reserve of Argan trees, the resort opens onto a hinterland rich in 
discoveries and sporting possibilities, which makes it the ideal starting point for all kinds of 
excursions, mountain or trail biking, and trekking. The appeal of Taghazout Bay is enhanced by a 3 
mile (almost 5km) public promenade along the coastal strip between the resort and the villages 
of Tamraght-Aourir and Taghazout.

Accommodation

The resort 
in figures

One 5* golf hotel with residences
Six 5* hotels
1 Surf village with 
accommodation
1 holiday village
Residential areas of villas
& apartments

Target
300,000 tourists/year

Final capacity
more than 5,600 beds

Dh11 bn investment 
($1.22 bn, €1.04 

bn, £0.89 bn at 
2021 average spot 

exchange rates)

Golf & clubhouse
Golf academy
Beach club
Tawenza square

Tennis academy
Surfing academy
Argan centre

Entertainment 
program

1519 ac
/ 615 ha

AREA

Hôtel Hyatt Place Taghazout Bay

Taghazout Bay
seaside resort

Agadir tourism potential
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15 developments
to invest in across
Greater Agadir
Located mainly on the coast, tourism-focused real estate developments enjoy strategic locations and are adapted 
to their environment, existing activities, and the ultimate objective of the region’s economic acceleration. These are 
designed for surf villages, lodges, inns, clubs, leisure areas, surf schools, restaurants, nature-related activity areas or animal 
parks, and host innovative projects respecting a sustainable and economically profitable concept for the investor as well as 
for the surrounding population. These 15 tourism real estate developments, or tourism development unit (Unité d’Aménagement 
Touristique or UAT in French) provide investors with land the tourist vocation of which is controlled, including, for those already 
developed or underway, shovel-ready lots.

AOURIR

TAMRI

AGADIR

DRARGA
AMSEKROUD

IDMINEAQSRITAGHAZOUT

IMOUZZER

TIQQI
TADRARTAZIAR

IMSOUANE

IMOUZZER ENTERTAINMENT
& LEISURE DEVELOPMENT

DRARGA ANIMAL & LEISURE PARK

LQLIĀA ENTERTAINMENT
& LEISURE DEVELOPMENT

OULED DAHOU TOURISM
DEVELOPMENT

TIGUERT TOURISM
DEVELOPMENT

CAP GHIR ECOLOGICAL
TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

INEZGANE
AIT MELLOUL

AGADIR
IDA OUTANANE

CHTOUKA
AIT BAHA

UAT IMSOUANE PLAGE
BEACH RESORT
49 AC (20 HA)

10 AC (4HA)

321 AC (130 HA)

20 AC (8 HA)
TEMSIA TOURISM

DEVELOPMENT
30.39 AC (12.3 HA)

245 AC (99 HA)

79 AC (32 HA)

346 AC (140 HA)

123 AC (50HA)

35.33 AC (14.3 HA)

383 AC (155 HA)

89.69 AC (36.3 HA)
13.83 AC (5.6 HA)

IMSOUANE HOTEL DEVELOPMENT

AZAZOUL IFRADEN TOURISM
DEVELOPMENT

UAT ANCHOR POINT 

UAT TAMA OUANZA

TAGHAZOUT BAY
SOUTH CONNECTION ZONE

AGHROUD IMI OUADDAR TOURISM
DEVELOPMENT

3.11 AC (1.26 HA)

TAROUDANNT

TATA

TIZNIT

1468 AC (594 HA)
UAT AGHROUD

INEZGANE

DCHEIRA

AÏT MELLOUL
LQLIÂA

TEMSIA OULED
DAHOU

Forecast tourism real estate developments
in Greater Agadir

15 developments - more than 3212 ac / 1300 ha
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Souss Massa
region

Existing tourism real estate 
developments

Projected tourism real estate 
developments

Investment Opportunities

Quadding in the backcountry

Under development

UAT Imsouane Plage beach resort 

UAT Anchor Point 

UAT Aghroud 

Drarga Animal & Leisure Park

49 ac / 20 ha

79 ac / 32 ha

1468 ac / 594 ha

321 ac / 130 ha

Includes
8 Hotels - 2 Holiday villages - 1 Inn of 1st or 
2nd Cat. - 1 Cat. 1 campsite - 4 service lots - 
3 retail lots - 11 catering and entertainment lots

Includes
4 surf lodges - 1 skatepark hotel -
3 ground floor hotels - 3 hotels & surf 
schools - 2 ecolodge projects

Includes
Hotel lots from 2.96 ac 
(12,000 m²) - 50 lots 
from 1.48 ac to 1.97 

ac (6,000 to 8,000 
m²) - Lots for outdoor 
tourism - Leisure 

facilities - Shops & 
restaurants

Project ideas
Mini-golf practice - Extreme sports parks - 
Shooting club - Theme parks - Equestrian 
centre - Educational farm - Central 
garden - Zoological parks - Dog club

Ram
zi Boukhiam
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ANCHOR POINT

Anchor Point UAT is pioneering in Souss Massa a new form of niche tourism, authentic and environmentally 
respectful. This 670 bed development bears the name of a world-famous surf spot and is located north of Agadir 
and the village of Taghazout, in the heart of unique Argan landscapes on the edge of the Atlantic Ocean. The natural 
characteristics of the site have justified its candidacy for the international World Surfing Reserve program launched by 
«Save the Waves», an NGO focused on protecting natural areas where surfing is practiced.

« Anchor Point site is 
internationally known as a top surf 
destination for its powerful waves. » 

• ARCHITECTURAL APPROACH
Anchor Point UAT provides equipped lots to accommodate tourism projects. With low 

land-to-building ratio (aka soil occupancy coefficient), establishments are classified 
in line with applicable regulations. Favouring natural materials and regional 

construction techniques, these buildings employ a sustainable and site-integrated 
architectural approach, and meet ecological requirements such as rational water 

management and a preference for solar energy.

• HISTORY
Before being a famous surf spot, Anchor Point was known for hosting an important tuna fishing factory in the 1960s, the «Madrague de Bou 

Irden», which gave the site its first name «Al Madraba». Its nickname «La Pointe des Ancres» (which led to its current 
name Anchor Point) comes from the fishing technique used on this site which deployed a tugboat and several 

boats around a large net stretched perpendicular to the coast and held by a row of anchors.

• CLIENTELE
UAT Anchor Point is perfectly suited to international surfers, digital 

nomads and influencers and, more generally, travellers in search of 
authentic and natural locations. The high-wave season ranges from 
October to May for advanced surfers and the rest of the year lends 
itself to swimming and beginners’ surfing thanks to milder waves, 
thereby offering year-round rental or accommodation opportunities.

84 Investment Opportunities
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ANCHOR POINT

« Anchor Point UAT gives pride
of place to ecological and sustainable 
constructions »

As the land being developed is provided by the forestry’s domain, lots will be 
rented out in long term leases. Investors will be expected to contribute a one-
off for fee of Dh80/m² ($0.83 or £0.6 psf, €7.53/m²) for site development. Land will 
be allocated by the unified regional investment commission CRUI.

13
PROJECTS

Includes
   

4 surf lodges

1 skatepark hotel 

3 ground floor hotels

3 hotels & surf school

2 ecolodges

Purpose

Allocation method
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Eco lodges

Inns

Guest houses

1, 2 or 3ā hotel surf schools

3rd category hotel residences

79 ac 
(32 ha)

TOTAL AREA

Anchor Point UAT parcel plan proposal - 79 ac (32 ha, non-contractual proposal)

Rail tracks (SDAU GA)



Aghroud Tourism Development is an investment opportunity provided by both Agadir’s urban planning as a destination 
and the national tourism strategy. With 1468 ac (594 ha) of land along the Atlantic coast at the first foothills of the High 
Atlas, its strategic location offers exceptional potential for sports and ecotourism activities. Located in the Municipality 
of Tamri (Prefecture of Agadir Ida Outanane), the Aghroud Tourism Development fronts national road N1 which connects it to 
the nearby metropolis of Agadir, to Al Massira international airport, as well as to the national motorway network. It is also in the 
immediate vicinity of Taghazout and Imi Ouaddar, two renowned seaside resorts.

Between sea and mountains, 
Aghroud Tourism Development offers 
exceptional potential for sports and 
ecotourism activities

• ENVIRONMENTAL APPROACH
Aghroud Tourism Development seaside resort is located in exceptional natural surroundings and 

integrates sustainability through the preservation of natural resources and the enhancement 
of the socio-cultural authenticity of the region and its human capital. For the benefit 

of the local population, the two existing and colourful villages of Aghroud-Haut and 
Aghroud-Bas are completely integrated into the resort. The resort’s architecture 

respects the site and is inspired by local specificities. In line with its ecological 
vocation, all aspects related to water management and the preservation of local 

fauna and flora are taken into account.

• CLIENTELE
With a total capacity of 12,000 beds, Aghroud Tourism Development is 

ideal for hosting visitors interested in adventure, sports, discovery, 
immersion, fun activities, water recreation, and theme parks. The 

seafront is reserved for seaside hotels and is enriched with discovery 
paths focused on cultural entertainment and niche activities in the 
hinterland.

AGHROUD
88

Aghroud beach

Yoga - Aghroud beach

The painted houses of Aghroud-Bas Village
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AGHROUD

Includes
   

Hotel lots from 2.96 ac 
(12,000 m²)

50 lots from 1.48 to 1.97 ac 
(6000 to 8000 m²)

Outdoor tourism lots

Leisure equipment

Shops

Restaurants
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As the land under development belongs to the SMIT, lots will be sold once fully 
equipped. Land will be allocated by the unified regional investment commission 
CRUI.

A major lever for the governance of tourism development in Souss Massa, regional 
development company (SDR) «Aghroud Aménagement» will be responsible for developing 
the site. 
With Dh10 m in capital ($1.11 m, €0.94 m, £0.81 m), this SDR is majority held by the Souss Massa 
Regional Council and Moroccan Society of Tourism Engineering SMIT. The other partners are: the 
Ministry of the Interior; the Ministry of Tourism, Handicrafts and Social and Solidarity Economy; the Souss 
Massa Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Services; and the Municipality of Tamri. The development of the 
Aghroud Tourist Station will mobilize overall investment of Dh1.5 bn ($166.8 m, €141.15 m, £121.35 m) and 
will offer investors both equipped land and investment support. This project combines accommodation solutions 
and tourist activities to promote the destination.

Aghroud Aménagement 
Regional Development 
Company

Purpose
Luxury hotels

4* and 5* hotels

International campsite

Outdoor hospitality area

Mobile homes

Club hotels

Boutique hotels

Ecolodges

1468 ac 
(594 ha)

OVERALL AREA

Aghroud Tourism Zone master plan proposal - 1468 ac (594 ha, non-contractual proposal)

Allocation method



Along Agadir’s northern coast, Imsouane UAT combines the natural attributes of an exceptional surf spot on the Atlantic with 
the appeal of a historic and recently upgraded fishing village. With just over 1,280 beds, the UAT is designed to accommodate 
low-capacity tourist accommodation units and a commercial entertainment area in the form of pavilions in light structures 
scattered around the landscapes of eucalyptus, acacia and tamarisk trees, each focused on sports and adventure tourism: surfing, 
trekking, mountain biking, scuba diving, hiking, fishing, sea trips, and more.

Nicknamed «the Cathedral», 
Imsouane’s surf spot is world famous 
for its 2000 ft long wave (more than 600 m) 
and one of the most famous in Africa

• ARCHITECTURAL APPROACH
Imsouane UAT aligns with today’s standards in international tourism markets and invites 

investors to express a creative, qualitative and eco-responsible positioning through 
small, dynamic and family structures focused on nature tourism and water sports.

• CLIENTELE
The Imsouane project is particularly intended for surfers and, more broadly, 

for travellers in search of authentic natural sites. Imsouane also attracts new 
customer niches accustomed to travelling the world: influencers and digital 

nomads will find in Imsouane the ideal conditions they aspire to: waves, an 
ideal climate, and the comfort necessary to their digital activities.

IMSOUANE
92

Imsouane village
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IMSOUANE

Includes
   

8 Hotels

2 Holiday Villages

1 1st or 2nd Cat.

1 1st category campsite

4 service lots

3 lots for shops

11 catering & 
entertainment lots

1 car park of 429 
spaces

30 
PROJECTS
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As the land under development belongs to the state, lots will be sold or rented. 
Investors will be expected to contribute a one-off for fee for site development.
Land will be allocated by the unified regional investment commission CRUI.

Purpose
Inns, Guest houses, Holiday resorts, 

Restaurant campsites, Cafes, 

Surf schools, Skate & surf shops, 

Equestrian centres, Sports and leisure, 

Media library, Co-working, Local stores

Im
souane beach

Proposed plot plan for Imsouane UAT - 49 ac (20 ha, non-contractual proposal)

Allocation method

Combining ecotourism on the edge 
of the ocean and natural material 
buildings, Imsouane UAT meets 
current traveller expectations.

49.42 ac 
(20 ha)

OVERAL AREA



DRARGA

Designed for outdoor recreational activities, the Drarga Animal & Leisure Park, 4½ miles (7 km) from Agadir, 
offers a friendly and educational outing for families or friends. Twelve theme parks and entertainment clubs 
and a central garden are planned in this park designed through landscape immersion techniques, sequential 
views and the reproduction of natural habitats for animals, to provide them and visitors with the best environment 
possible. The 321 ac site (130 ha), fronts national road N8 and Greater Agadir ‘s North-East bypass for easy access.
In line with the general vocation of the park, leisure areas will be equipped with light constructions, catering points, and 
play areas for children. Enhancing the ecological and landscape heritage of the animal area, characterized by the Argan tree, 
remains essential to provide animals with adequate living and development conditions. With its concept unique in Souss Massa, 
the Drarga Animal & Leisure Park is set to become a major attraction in the region.

Drarga Animal
& Leisure Park

• THE CENTRAL GARDEN
At the heart of the Drarga Animal & Leisure Park, the Central Garden offers many opportunities 

to relax and stroll. Open to all visitors and dotted with shade-providing trees, the garden 
covers more than 18 ac (7.5 ha). Information kiosks, restaurant-cafés and local produce 

shops make it a lively and attractive venue. It is embellished areas for plants, an open-
air amphitheatre, a pond, pedestrian paths and squares, which enhance the appeal 

of the park.

96

Crocoparc - Drarga animal & leisure park

Investment Opportunities



DRARGA 13
PROJECTS

Project ideas
   

Mini-golf practice
Shooting club

Extreme sports parks
Thematic play parks

Riding stable
Educational farm

Central garden
Zoological parks

Dog club

98

As the land being developed is provided by the forestry’s domain, lots will be 
rented out in long term leases. Investors will be expected contribute to off-site 
and on-site development. Land will be allocated by the unified regional investment 
commission CRUI.

Purpose
Animal parks

Theme parks

Leisure clubs

Strolls and discovery

Playgrounds

Sports courses

6

5

13
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8,05 ha1

5,03 ha2

5,01 ha3

2,50 ha4

5,02 ha5

3,20 ha6

8,46 ha7

10,54 ha8

8,40 ha9

9,02 ha10

1,03 ha11

2,97 ha12

20,36 ha13

Proposed plot plan for Drarga Animal & Leisure Park - 321 ac (130 ha, non-contractual proposal)

Allocation method

N

321 ac 
(130 ha)

OVERALL AREA



Forecast Tourism Developments 
of Greater Agadir

Taghazout Bay
South Connection Zone
123 ac (50ha)

100

TAGHAZOUT-AOURIR

Projected by central Aourir’s urban planning approved in 2014, this tourism development 
will host tourist residences, entertainment and leisure facilities, local shops, as well 
as a set of public and general interest. The area is subject to a subdivision plan 
presented by the Société d’Aménagement et de Promotion de la Station de 
Taghazout. Spread over 123 ac (50 ha), it is strategic located south of the 
Taghazout Bay resort.

Future tourist area projected on SMIT land by Greater Agadir’s urban development master 
plan (SDAU), this 346 ac (140 ha) development is strategically located along national road RN1 
at the northern entrance to the metropolis and straddles the Agadir and Aourir. Projects in this area 
are focused on tourism activities and leisure.

UAT Tama Ouanza
346 ac (140 ha)

Azazoul Ifraden 
Tourism Development
13.83 ac (5.6 ha)
Served by a municipal road from the RN1, Azazoul Ifraden Tourism 
Development enjoys plunging views of the Atlantic Ocean. Part of Azazoul 
Ifraden’s urban planning approved in 2014, this 14 ac (5.6 ha) development is 
reserved for hotels and recreational and entertainment establishments linked to 
nature tourism.

Taghazout village



Aghroud Imi Ouaddar 
Tourism Development
89.69 ac (36.3 ha)
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Tiguert Tourism  
  Development

 35.33 ac (14.3 ha)
Located on either side of National Road 1, this 35.33 ac (14.3 ha) development 

is projected by Tiguert’s sectoral urban planning approved in 2013. Known for its mild 
climate and proximity to the Atlantic Ocean, this development will host tourist residences 

as well as nature and water sports activities.

The master plan for the urban development of the North Coast of Agadir, approved in 2004, 
includes two tourism developments for Cap Ghir. The first covers 334 ac (135 ha) and is 
reserved for tourist activities closely linked to nature or its protection, such as sport fishing, water 
sports, cultural activities linked to the Argan tree and the bald ibis bird. The second reserves 50 ac 
(over 20 ha) of prime quality land for major tourist facilities.

Cap Ghir Ecological
Tourism Development
383 ac (155 ha)

Fronting national road RN1, at the southern entrance to Aghroud Imi Ouaddar, this tourist 
entertainment development is projected by Aghroud Imi Ouaddar’s sectoral urban planning 
approved in 2015. This 80 ac (32.5 ha) development is dedicated to integrated 
projects and will host tourist accommodation (hotels, tourist residences), real 
estate residences for tourism promotion (25% of the project), and tourist 
entertainment equipment (shops, restaurants, etc.). A 9.38 ac (3.8 ha) 
playground is planned to the south and reserved for tourist entertainment 
(fairground activities respecting international standards in terms of 
quality and safety) which can also house tourist accommodation.

TAMRI

Cape Ghir lighthouse - Tamri

Cape Ghir b
eac

h

Cape Ghir

Forecast Tourism Developments 
of Greater Agadir
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Imsouane Hotel
Development
3.11 ac (1.26 ha)
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This 10 ac (4ha) tourism development included in urban planning for the centre of Imouzzer 
is located in the Commune of Imouzzer Ida Outanane, 38 miles (60 km) from Agadir. The 
development will host low-density developments, in particular hotels and camping, caravan and 
motorhome grounds.

Imouzzer Entertainment
& Leisure Development
10 ac (4ha)

This development integrates two lots totalling 3.11 ac (1.26 ha) within 
a seafront subdivision. Located in the centre of Imsouane, the lots are 
integrated in Imsouane’s urban planning to accommodate quality hotels.

IMSOUANE-IMOUZZER

Rallye Mille Oasis 2018 - Classic Car Rally - Imouzzer
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Lqliāa Entertainment
& Leisure Development
245 ac (99 ha)
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Ouled Dahou 
Tourism Development

20 ac (8 ha)
Fronting National Road 10 and part of Ouled Dahou’s communal urban planning 

approved in 2019, this development enjoys unobstructed views of the Oued Souss 
valley and the mountains beyond to accommodate low-density tourist facilities over 

an area of 20 ac (8 ha).

This 30.39 ac (12.3 ha) development is strategically close to Al Massira International 
Airport in the heart of large natural landscapes away from urban centres, and ideal for tourist 
and entertainment establishments.

Temsia Tourism Development
30.39 ac (12.3 ha)

Part of Lqliaa’s urban planning, this 245 ac (99 ha) development fronts National 
Road 1 at the northern entrance to the city and is destined for recreational and 
outdoor leisure activities.

LQLIĀA-OULED DAHOU-TEMSIA

Chems Ayour entertainment complex - Temsia
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Souss Massa provinces: 
complementary tourism 
potential

The ramparts of Taroudannt

Akka village – Tata Province



Taroudannt,
imperial city
Against the dramatic winter backgrounds of the High Atlas snow-capped peaks, the City of Taroudannt, 50 miles (80 
km) from Agadir, is the highlight of the Souss plain. For its similarities with the red city, Taroudannt is nicknamed «little 
Marrakech», especially for its adobe wall and its horse-drawn carriages. If the date of its foundation remains imprecise, 
Taroudannt is known to have been successively under the influence of the Almoravids around 1056, of the Almohads until 
the 13th century, then destroyed by the Merinids in 1306, before rising again under the Saadians for whom it became their 
capital in the 16th century as well as an important caravan crossroads. It was at this time that Mohammed Cheikh Saadi had the 
ramparts of the city built.
From the 17th century, the city of Taroudannt was controlled by the Alaouite Sultans, when the explorer and writer Hassan El Wazzan, also 
known as Leon the African, visited Taroudannt and praised the good manners of its people. Today famous for its riads and its «sweetness 
of life», Taroudannt is a popular tourist destination and a discreet vacation spot for high profile personalities.
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The old medina
Taroudannt’s old town or Medina is an exceptional 
attraction: Within the confine of the old adobe walls, traditional 
narrow streets and shops unfold between shadow and light in a 
multitude of nooks and crannies, alternately sheltered from noises 
and looks or opening onto lively squares. In the heart of the medina, old 
residences have been transformed  into boutique hotels while retaining 
their architectural and heritage interest, such as with riads, (refurbished 
traditional homes), havens of peace and authenticity; or the Salam Palace, 
an ancient residence of a pasha which is now a hotel; or even of the old 
synagogue, which has now become a craft store. Vibrant with crowds, Alaouine 
(ex Assarag) and Talmeklat squares are the liveliest centres of interest in the 
medina with shops, cafes and restaurants. Two traditional markets are held there 
permanently and are very popular with residents and visitors.

The adobe 
ramparts

Built under the Saadian dynasty, the ramparts of Taroudannt contribute greatly 
to the appeal of the city. 4.67 miles long (7.5 km) long and topped with a walkway, 

they protected the city from external threats. No less than 130 towers and 19 corner 
bastions line the ramparts. Five old gates and six more recent gates pierce the 

wall at strategic points of the city. The historical gates are Bab al-Khamis, 
Bab Zorgan, Bab Ouled Bounouna, Bab Targhount and Bab El Kasbah. 

The new gates are Bab al-Silsila, Bab Leblalia, Bab Ben Yara, 
Bab Agafay, Bab Izamaren and Bab al-Hajr. A horse-drawn 

carriage ride allows visitors to tour the ramparts 
and appreciate its architecture.

Al Masjid Al Aādam Mosque
The Great Mosque of Al Masjid Al Aadam, which historians already called 
«the old mosque» in the Saadian era, has no known date of construction, but 
its architectural particularities place it at the time of the Almohads. For several 
centuries, its influence as a university establishment and a centre of culture and 
knowledge attracted many students from all walks of life. Alternately a legislative or military 
institution, the Great Mosque had undergone several renovations throughout history until 1945, 
when the late King Mohammed V had the monument rehabilitated. Partly destroyed by a fire in 2013, 
the Great Mosque of Al Masjid Al Aadam has regained its architectural splendour thanks to the High 
Intervention of His Majesty King Mohammed VI, may God assist Him.

Taroudannt Province

Fountain in Taroudannt’s main garden

Al Masjid Al Aâdam (mosque) - Taroudannt

Taroudannt carriage

Taroudannt Souk - Handicrafts



Many celebrities from the world of arts and business have chosen Taroudannt as their place 
of residence and inspiration, as evidenced by the Claudio Bravo Palace which is tucked 
away behind orange grove at the foot of the High Atlas. Enchanted by the colours 
of the city and its surroundings, the famous Chilean painter spent nearly forty 
years of his life in Morocco. In its enchanting setting, the Claudio Bravo Palace 
now opens its doors to visitors and art lovers, revealing the artist’s works 
as well as a sumptuous collection of vases, ceramics and traditional 
Moroccan jewellery. At the end of the magnificent palace gardens, 
near a reproduction of the Menara of Marrakech, is the mausoleum 
where the late artist rests.
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Claudio Bravo Palace

The medieval 
site of Igīlīz

Tioute
palm grove

The palm grove of Tioute is a cool haven of peace about 20 miles (30 km) from 
Taroudannt on the road to Igherm. From atop a hill, an ancient Kasbah dating from 

the Saadian era (16th century) overlooks seven villages and nearly 2471 ac (1,000 ha) 
of land hosting more than 20,000 palm trees, as well as orange, pomegranate and 

carob trees. In Tioute, two activities are very popular with visitors: donkey rides 
through the palm grove criss-crossed by seguias, traditional irrigation 

canals, and tasting tagines on the panoramic terrace of the Kasbah 
restaurant. For its landscapes and its authenticity, the 

palm grove of Tioute was used as a setting for the 
shooting of the French film «Ali Baba and the 

40 thieves» starring renowned French 
actor Fernandel.

The medieval site of Igiliz, located in the Anti-Atlas about 37 miles 
(60 km) from Taroudannt, is famous for being the cradle of the Almohad 

reform in the early 1120s, a vast religious and tribal movement which founded 
an empire. The site is also known by medieval texts to have sheltered the 
birthplace of Ibn Tumart, future Mahdi (messianic figure) of the Almohads. 
Culminating at 4442 ft (1354 m) above sea level, the fortified site of Igiliz 
is today an archaeological site offering the opportunity to study history.

The orange groves 
of the Souss
Between Agadir and Taroudannt stretches the fertile valley of the Souss river which 
offers ideal conditions for the cultivation of fruits and vegetables. The area surrounding 
Taroudannt is the main citrus supplier in Morocco. This historic sector of the regional economy 
currently covers 100,325 acres (40,600 ha), and in total, Souss Massa produces more than 805,500 
metric tonnes of citrus fruits, of which 448,000 metric tonnes are exported to Europe and Russia (80%), 
North America, the Middle East, and Africa.

Tioute Palm grove – Taroudannt Province

M
ediaeval site Igiliz – Taroudannt Province

Claudio Bravo Palace

Taroudannt Province



Game hunting

Inzerki 
Apiary

 

The hinterland of Taroudannt offers an exceptional environment rich in a great 
diversity of game. As such, hunting provides an excellent way to connect with nature 
and explore the natural landscapes surrounding the city. In the vicinity of Taroudannt, 
a noble discipline is practiced, partridge hunting. At the beginning of the 20th century, this 
hunt was indeed appreciated by the court of Kings Edward VII and George V of England, as 
well as Alfonso XIII of Spain, and is still practised today on the hunting grounds of Taroudannt. The 
territory alternates between steep reliefs and green valleys lined with Argan trees, palm trees and Aleppo 
pines, a semi-arid biotope ideal for Gambra Partridge (Alectoris barbara), a coveted game, following a 
protocol forged by decades of experience.

Inzerki village perpetuates an ancestral Amazigh tradition of beekeeping. 51 
miles (82 km) north of Agadir, it houses a traditional collective apiary, called «Taddart 

Ouguerram», the construction of which dates back to the beginning of the 19th century. 
This apiary, pierced with hundreds of boxes, is one of the largest traditional apiaries in the 

world and undoubtedly one of the oldest. Nestled at an altitude of 3215 ft (980 m), the 
apiary benefits from long periods of sunshine and an environment favourable 

to beekeeping thanks to a rich plant cover. Built in adobe and laid out in 
terraces, Inzerki Apiary houses traditional cylindrical hives made 

of reed basketwork. Rehabilitated in 2005, respecting the 
original materials, the apiary is still in use by the 

villagers of the surrounding douars for whom 
honey is the main source of income.
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Toubkal National
Park
Climbing Jbel Toubkal, the highest peak in North Africa at 13671 
ft (4167m) and located in the High Atlas range, is very popular 
with hikers and adventurers. 97238 ac (39,351 ha) Toubkal National 
Park is home to the most imposing mountain ranges in Morocco and a 
major destination for trekking, hiking, camping, and observation of fauna 
and flora. Of exceptional beauty, this unique park was created in 1942 to 
preserve rich geological and landscape heritage, including the summit itself 
Jbel Toubkal, as well as nearby Lake Ifni located at an altitude of 7529 ft (2295 
m). The national park also safeguards wildlife, in particular the Barbary Mouflon 
(wild sheep), the Golden Eagle and the Brown Trout, and a flora composed of Holm 
Oak and Thuriferous Juniper forests.

Inzerki apiary - Argana - Taroudannt Province

Clim
bing M

ount Toubkal - Taroudannt Province

Taroudannt Province
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Taroudannt Tourism 
Development

Taliouine Tourism 
Development

Taroudannt Province Tourism 
Developments

Located at the western entrance to the City of Taroudannt, on provincial 
road P1708 linking Taroudannt to the Agadir-Marrakech highway, this 
development projected by Taroudannt’s urban planning approved 
in 2018 will offer tourism investment opportunities to consolidate 
existing Hotel La Gazelle d’Or and select Riad boutique hotels on a 
site covering a total area of 170 ac (69 ha).

TAROUDANNT TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

170 AC (69 HA) OVERALL
AREA

TIOUTE PALM GROVE

22 AC (9 HA) OVERALL
AREA

TALIOUINE TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

94 AC (38 HA) OVERALL
AREA

Tioute
Palm grove 

Located about 16 miles (26 km) from Taroudannt, Tioute palm grove is a site of great 
tourism potential. Urban planning for the centre of Tioute, approved in 2021, projects 

an oasis tourism area to the southeast of the centre of the town and overlooking 
the palm grove, which will house tourist residences, hotels, and recreational and 

entertainment equipment over approximately 22 ac (9 ha).

Taliouine’s Urban planning, approved in 2021, calls for a 94 ac (38ha) 
tourism development on the right bank of Oued Zagmouzene, some 62 
miles (100 km) Taroudannt on National Road 10 to Ouarzazate. This 
development is reserved for tourist residences and hotels as well as tourist 
entertainment and leisure facilities.

Souss Massa
region

Projected Tourism real estate 
developments

Taroudannt Province

Projected 
Tourism 

real estate 
developments



Chtouka Aït Baha, 
an ecological treasure
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Immediately south of Agadir and covering more than 1351 square miles (3500 km²), Chtouka 
Aït Baha Province extends from the peaks of the Anti-Atlas to the edge of the Atlantic. 
Its rich heritage includes centuries-old collective granaries called «Igoudar» in the 
Amazigh language, and its vast Argan forest landscapes are part of the first and 
only Arganeraie Biosphere Reserve declared by UNESCO. The Province also 
hosts part of the Souss Massa National Park which protects the endemic 
animal and plant species of south-western Morocco and includes 
several villages providing rural tourist accommodation. Combined 
with its yearly sunny weather, these exceptional natural settings 
and historical heritage mean the province is particularly well 
suited to eco- and cultural tourism.

Souss Massa 
National Park

Created in 1991, Souss Massa National Park (PNSM) is an 83,521 ac 
(33,800 ha) nature reserve south of Agadir. Over 40 miles long (65 km) 

and 3 miles wide on average (5 km), its two animal reserves are home to four 
species of Saharan antelope as well as red-necked ostriches. PNSM is also known 

for its Bald Ibis, its more than 300 plant species, as well as its observation circuits, 
footpath, exhibition space, and activities for visitors.

Biougra,
an agricultural town

Provincial seat, Biougra is particularly known for its agri-food industry, 
in particular the export of fruits and vegetables. It comes alive with a 
weekly market, the Monday souk, perpetuating authentic traditions 
and the sale of livestock, fresh produce, and crafts.

Unique
& precious Argan

Most of the «Arganeraie» sits within the province, giving it a major role in protecting, 
developing and showcasing this unique natural resource. Slow growing Argan trees 
dominate this specific biotope, declared as a Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO 

in 1998. The fruits’ kernel, when ground, yields unique and high quality 
edible, health-care and cosmetic oils. In 2014, the ancestral Argan 

harvest and processing practices were registered as intangible 
cultural heritage by UNESCO.

Amazing Igoudar
Cresting the rocky hills of Chtouka Aït Baha province rise the «Igoudar» fortresses, 
the plural Amazigh name for collective fortified granaries (singular Agadir). Igoudar 
were designed to be difficult to access, store grain and other precious goods, and provide 
shelter in case of attacks. With each Agadir uniquely designed and built exclusively from 
local material over the centuries, this precious heritage is now being documented, preserved and 
showcased. In a province rich in isolated, stand-alone Igoudar, Kasbah Tizourgane stands out for its 
original grain storage facility named Tizilghanin, which dates back to the 12th century and was 
gradually surrounded by constructions hugging the shapes of the peak. Kasbah Tizourgane 
was recently rehabilitated thanks to a safeguard association created by its residents.

Chtouka Aït Baha Province

Kasbah Tizourgane - Chtouka Aït Baha Province

Addax (white antelope) - Souss M
assa National Park

Argan Biosphere
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120 Tourism Developments in Chtouka
Aït Baha

PNSM 
Ecological 

Tourism 
Development 

Aït M’Zal Tourism 
Development

Urban planning for the city of Aït Baha, approved in 2014, provides for a 5 ac (2.1 
ha) area reserved for hotels and tourism activities.
Fronting regional road R105 at the northern entrance to the city, itself halfway 
between Agadir and Tafraoute, nestled in a province rich in history and 
heritage, including «Igoudar» granaries and fortified Kasbahs and in 
particular famous Kasbah Tizourgane. The province also comes alive 
with various rural souks where local produce is sold and bought, 
and includes the Ahl Souss reservoir famous for its black-bass 
fishing.

Aït Baha Tourism 
Development

This development is located at the western entrance to Aït M’Zal 
along Provincial Road 1011. Close to Aït Baha, seat of the province, this 
future tourist area will enhance the natural and architectural assets of the 
municipality of Aït M’Zal, especially the Mchkikila Igoudar. This development is 
part of the urban planning for Aït M’Zal centre approved in 2020 and will receive 
low-density tourist establishments on 1.73 acres (7000 m²) of land dedicated 
to riads, hotels, camping, caravanning and motor homes.

Projected 
Tourism 

real estate 
developments

PNSM ECOLOGICAL TOURISM 
DEVELOPMENT
2471 AC (1000 HA) OVERALL

AREA

AÏT M’ZAL TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

1.73 AC (0.7 HA) OVERALL
AREA

TIZI N’TAKOUCHT TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

1.73 AC (0.7 HA)

AÏT BAHA TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

5 AC (2.1 HA) OVERALL
AREA

OVERALL
AREA

Tizi N’Takoucht Tourism 
Development

Projected by urban planning for the Tizi N’Takoucht centre approved 
in 2016, this future 1.73 ac (7000 m²) tourist area will draw on 

and showcase the natural wealth that surrounds it and the 
panoramic views of the Anti-Atlas mountains it offers. 

This development is designed for ecolodges, natural 
amusement parks, hunting lodge, rest areas, 

information kiosks, and the retail sales of 
local products.

An unprecedented ecological tourism program will be implemented in 
the Souss Massa National Park (PNSM) to meet the highest expectations 

of responsible tourism. Covering 2471 ac (1000 ha) of park land on the 
periphery of villages, designed to minimize physical, social, behavioural impact 

on the environment, as well as to participate in raising awareness of the cultural 
and environmental issues the park is confronted with, this program will create a 

positive experience for both visitors and locals who will benefit from both the economic 
benefits of this tourism and from land use requirements, respect for nature, strict building 

code, and activities organised. As such, this development promises significant opportunities 
to host and support committed sustainable tourism.

Souss Massa
region

Projected Tourism real estate 
developments

Chtouka Aït Baha 
Province



PNSM
Ecological

Tourism
Development

To Agadir

To Tiznit

122 PNSM Ecological Tourism 
Development

Exceptional 
landscapes

Showcasing
Souss Massa 
National Park

In Morocco, national parks are managed by the Department of Water & Forests. 
As elsewhere, national park have four main missions: contribute to the 
conservation of biodiversity, to local and regional economic development 
(including ecotourism and the self-promotion of rural populations), to 
education and environmental awareness, and to scientific research.
PNSM has implemented a number of actions and programs to achieve 
its objectives. Another major additional asset is its proximity to 
the Agadir destination and the diversification and enrichment 
of the region’s tourism potential it offers.

Main PNSM missions

PNSM 
Ecological 

Tourism 
Development

2471 AC (1000 HA) OVERALL
AREA

Created in 1991, PNSM extends from the mouth of the 
Oued Souss river at the gates of Agadir to Sidi Moussa of 

Aglou near the city of Tiznit, along a 40 mile coastal strip (65 
km) covering 83521 ac (33,800 ha), and straddles three provinces 

with 11218 ac (4,540 ha) in Inezgane Aït Melloul, 51917 ac (21,010 ha) 
in Chtouka Aït Baha, and 20386 ac (8,250 ha) in Tiznit

This national heritage testifies to the wealth of biological diversity in rare and 
endemic species, as well as in natural ecosystems and landscapes. It includes 

several internationally renowned ecological assets, including two mouths (Souss 
and Massa) classified as RAMSAR sites (Wetlands of International Importance) and 

the last natural colony of bald ibises in the world.
To these natural wonders is added a social and cultural dimension supplied by a population 

who has been able to perpetuate its ancestral regional traditions, providing PNSM with 
exceptional ethnic diversity and establishing it as a crossroad of dialects and customs.

Seven villages are established within PNSM boundaries, representing a resident population of 
around 4,000 people. If the surrounding settlements are included, 30,000 people interact with 

the park, a culturally rich coastal strip hosting socio-economic activities such as fishing, crafts and 
agriculture.

The PNSM offers several tourism investment opportunities showcasing 
natural heritage, in particular observation of its Saharan fauna and 
ornithological wealth. Sites can accommodate tourist investments 
respectful of the environment and adapted to the context of a national park 
with specific designs, much reduced ground occupation, and the use of local, 
light and non-polluting building materials. In addition to Tifnit (land title of the 
Moroccan Society of Tourist Engineering covering over 494 ac / 200 ha), other 
sites on the PNSM can be developed to accommodate this type of tourist projects 
on collective, communal, forest estate or even private land.

Total area 

Animal reserves 

Villages of tourism interest 

90% of the park is open accesslibre

83521 ac (33,800 ha)
7413 ac (3,000 ha)

Tifnit, Sidi R’bat, Sidi, 
Toual, Sidi Boulfdail, 
and Sidi Wassay
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Dorcas gazelle - Souss Massa National Park
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From the shores of the Atlantic Ocean to the peaks of the Anti-Atlas, Tiznit Province enjoys 
exceptional natural and heritage. Surrounded by 4.35 miles (7 km) of adobe ramparts built 
under Sultan Moulay Hassan 1st in 1882, the City of Tiznit is the capital of this province 60 
miles (90 km) south of Agadir. The traditional medina is known for its architectural 
heritage and timeless traditions as well as its future development prospects. 
The province also includes coastal village Aglou, considered the maritime 
extension of Tiznit, and the municipalities of Tafraoute and Anezi, nestled 
in the heart of the grandiose landscapes of the Anti-Atlas. With a 
strongly anchored identity, Tiznit is a true emblem of Amazigh 
culture in Souss Massa.

Aïn Zerka spring
A legend says that Tiznit owes its name to a holy woman, «Lalla Zninia», 

who discovered a crack in the rock through which water flowed bountifully. 
Converted into a basin, the spring soon hosted a settlement. Named «Aïn Zerka», 

which means the blue source, the water feature has recently been rehabilitated with 
traditional techniques and know-how.

Timizart silver festival
Tiznit is famous for the know-how of its jewellers and the quality of its silver from which 
modern and traditional jewellery is made. Under the emblem of a silver fibula, the city organizes 
the annual Timizart Festival dedicated to silver jewellery as tribute to the Master Craftsmen, the 
«Maalems», who are the pride of the city, and to showcase this unique know-how.

The expressway
The City of Tiznit is easily accessible thanks to the expressway which now connects it 
to Agadir less than an hour away as part of wider regional and national road upgrade 

programs. The city is also preparing to play a central role in connecting 
the North of the Kingdom to its southern provinces thanks to the 656 

miles expressway (1055 km) currently being built to link Tiznit to 
Dakhla via Laayoune as part of the new development model 

program for the south of the Kingdom.

Tiznit,
the spiritual capital

Tiznit Province

The city of Tiznit

Development of the expressway - Tiznit-Dakhla

Source Ain Zerka - Tiznit

Amazigh jewellery 
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A village 11 miles (17 km) from Tiznit, Aglou Beach is the seaside resort of the locality. Appreciated 
for its relaxed lifestyle and its human scale, the small coastal town is home to residential 
resort projects, a campsite and several café-restaurants. Aglou Beach is also known for 
its seafront cornice which provides a great promenade for citizens and visitors. Aglou 
beach is also equipped with a landing point, confirming its vocation as a renowned 
fishing village. Surfing, paragliding, horse or camel riding and quad biking are 
possible in and around Aglou. The surrounding cliffs also host charming 
cave shelters overlooking the ocean.

Gorges of Aït 
Mansour

These natural formations are nestled in landscapes of steep rocks and green 
palm groves across which flow open air streams. The road leads to the village of 

Aguerd Oudad, at the foot of the «Hat of Napoleon», a huge, distinctly shaped granite 
rock. The visit continues to the Painted Rocks, an extravagant work created in 1984 by 

the Belgian artist Jean Verame.

Tafraoute
3940 ft (1200 m) in attitude, Tafraoute displays the purple colours of its 
traditional houses set among landscapes of pink granite rocks. In spring, the 
place is adorned with the delicate tones of flowering almond trees. Three miles (5 
km) from Tafraoute, in the authentic village of Oumsnat, Maison Traditionnelle showcases 
traditional crafts and offers an incursion into the history of the region. Tafraoute is particularly 
renowned for its magnificent handmade embroidered slippers on sale in the city souk.

Tafraoute
festivals

The City of Tafraoute hosts annual festivals eagerly awaited by locals and visitors. 
In spring, the Almond Tree Festival coincides with the flowering of fruit trees and 

provides festive moments and educational, sporting and artistic activities. Held 
in summer, the Tifawin Festival is co-hosted by Tafraoute and Ammelne 

and offers artistic activities, musical evenings hosted by famous 
artists, as well as economic, cultural and social events.

Aglou Beach

Ammelne Valley
About 19 miles (30 km) from Aït Mansour, Ammelne Valley, named 
after the inhabitants of the region, is nestled in the foothills of 
the Atlas mountains and offers majestic landscapes dotted with 
traditional and authentic Amazigh villages.

Tiznit Province

Paragliding - Aglou

Tafraoute almond tree

Napoleon’s hat - Tafraoute



MOUANOU-AGLOU

The Mouanou-Aglou entertainment area aims to diversify the region’s tourism offer and 
develop its rural tourism while preserving, showcasing and developing its cultural and natural 
capital. Located in Aglou, the Mouanou-Aglou project is an ecological tourist village dedicated 
to outdoor entertainment and hosts a wide range of activities. Built among vast natural landscapes, 
Mouanou-Aglou entertainment area is strategically located between Aglou beach and the expressway to 
Agadir, as well as close to the urban centre of Tiznit and its administrative and commercial amenities.

Mouanou-Aglou 
entertainment area

• ENVIRONMENTAL APPROACH
Focused on ecology, Mouanou-Aglou entertainment area is divided into seven different zones and based on an alternative eco-friendly 
economic model: sustainable tourism centred on the discovery of nature with recreational forests, green spaces, and wooden eco-lodges.

• CLIENTELE
The ecological nature of Mouanou-Aglou tourist village and its entertainment activities are particularly attractive to a vast 

international, national and regional clientele.

130 Tiznit Province
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Project ideas
   

Tourist village
Environment

Amusement park
Sport Club

Adventure games
Hanging Forest

Camping, caravans & motor 
homes

Club: Coffee, Restaurant, 
Swimming pool,

Bungalows

As the land being developed is provided by the forestry’s domain, lots will 
be rented out in long term leases. Investors will be expected to contribute 
a one-off for fee for site development. Land will be allocated by the unified 
regional investment commission CRUI.

Allocation method

Purpose

Wooden eco-lodges
Cafes & catering areas

Equestrian clubs
Events & popular arts

Multipurpose sports fields
Tennis lessons, pétanque, archery

Fitness trail
Picnic area

Proposed plot plan for Mouanou-Aglou Animation Zone - 62 ac (25 ha, non-contractual proposal)

62 ac
(25 ha)

OVERALL AREA
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Aglou Resort

Mouanou-Aglou 
Entertainment Area

The approved planning documents for the nine miles (14 km) of coast 
include a set of tourism developments along provincial roads RP1905 and 
RP1909 connecting Tiznit to the coast. These will be zoned in line with 
the «Tiznit and coast» urban development plan to strengthen the 
tourism offer in this high potential area with 848 ac (343 ha) of 
land for residences as well as tourist and leisure activities. Arbaa Sahel 

resort

Tafraoute Tourism Development 

Along provincial road RP1905 linking Aglou to Arbaa Sahel, the 
Arbaa Sahel resort included in the Sectoral Urban Planning approved 

in 2021 covers 2090 ac (486 ha) along a seven mile coastline (12 km) 
as an extension of Aglou resort and will house residences as well as tourist and 

leisure activities.

Nestled in Ammelne Valley, 62 miles (100 km) from Tiznit, Tafraoute 
is known for its palm grove, historical monuments, and its distinct 

local architectural. Tafraoute’s Urban planning, approved in 
2020, provides for a 67 ac (27 ha) tourism development 

which will boost the appeal of this existing destination 
and host several forms of accommodation (hotels, 

guest houses, etc).

North-west of the city of Tiznit, on provincial road RP1909 to the coast, 
Mouanou Sectoral urban planning for Aglou, approved in 2021, provides for 
a 62 ac (25 ha) «recreational forest» entertainment area to accommodate 
tourist and entertainment activities respecting the natural landscapes and 
ecological quality of this forested site.

Tourism Developments in Tiznit 
Province

AGLOU RESORT 

848 AC (343 HA) OVERALL
AREA

ARBAA SAHEL RESORT 

2090 AC (486 HA) OVERALL
AREA

TAFRAOUTE TOURISM DEVELOPMENT 

67 AC (27 HA) OVERALL
AREA

Souss Massa
region

Current Tourist Unit

Projected Tourism real estate 
developments

Tiznit Province

Projected 
Tourism 

real estate 
developments



Tata, land of 
nature and history
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Gate to the vast Sahara, 177 miles (285 km) from Agadir and south of the Anti-Atlas mountain range, 
Tata is the seat of the vast, eponymous province covering more than ten thousand square miles (25,925 
km²). Known for its wide open spaces, and alternately inhabited by peoples of Amazigh or Arab culture, 
it is rich in a wide cultural diversity testifying to its multiple influences. From past civilizations, 
Tata enjoys an important archaeological heritage dating back to the Paleolithic age. Later, the 
territory became the crossroads of caravans from Mali and Senegal which transported 
slaves, gold, ivory, salt... In the 16th century, Tata served as a stronghold for Sultan 
Mansour Eddahbi against the expansion of the house of Tazeroualt, and as base 
for his conquest of «Sudan», as sub-Saharan Africa was then known.
Still authentic to this day in its traditions, Tata, the pink city, reveals itself 
to visitors as a verdant oasis with its palm grove and elegant laurels 
bowing over the waterways. It is also a modern and commercial city 
quickly realising its economic and tourism potential.

Iriki National 
Park

Evoking a lunar landscape, Iriki National Park offers infinite expanses of 
dazzling light in which it is easy to lose one’s bearings. This exceptional 

natural site can be crossed in 4WD vehicle from Foum Zguid to M’hamid across 
a stony track, majestic sand dunes, and a dry lake where fossils crop up on the 

surface of the exposed bedrock.

Tissint
Former halt on the trans-Saharan trade route and 43 

miles (70 km) from the city of Tata, Tissint is known for 
its traditional medina of shaded alleys as well as a famous 

guest, Father Charles de Foucauld, who described it in his 1888 book 
«Reconnaissance au Maroc». Tissint, whose Amazigh name means 
salt, owes its name to the salty waterfalls nearby. North of Tissint, 
beyond the village of Akka Naït Sidi which hosts a tourist camp, two 
wadis (rivers), one fresh and one salt water, meet in the heart of an 
exceptional landscape of canyons.

Foum Zguid
Known for its characteristic handmade carpets adorned with Amazigh motives, Foum 
Zguid provide a unique opportunity to observe up close ancient craftsmanship. 

Carpet are made at home or in cooperatives from sheep’s wool coloured 
in natural shades, and sometimes decorated on both sides. In the 

surrounding landscapes of the great plain of Oued Zguid river, it 
is still possible to observe pre-Islamic circular burial sites 

decorated with pebbles from the river.

Tata Province

Tissint Oasis - Tata Province

Iriki National Park – Tata Province

Camp Akka Naït Sidi - Ta
ta Province

Tissint Kasbah
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Jbel Bani Geopark
From rock strata to cave paintings, prehistory can be explored across the spectacular 
wonders of Tata particularly well represented in the mountains, engravings, caves, fossils, 
flora and fauna of Jbel Bani Geopark
Fifty-odd sites formed by millennia of erosion and an infinite panorama of geological monuments 
can be visited: the « Tata Ostrea «, the «Desert Siren», «Filaria d’Akka» whose shape evokes a fern 
leaf, the «Eye of Zitri» located in the region of Bou Azzer, the « Masmouda Medusa» not far from M’Hamid, 
the mud mounds of the Maider and Tafilalet basins, the columns of the Saghro massif, the «ironing» 
mountainous reliefs, and the Devonian trilobites of Alnif, are but some of the exceptional attractions 
that make up the geological heritage of Tata. 

Rock 
carvings

Tata hosts more than 300 sites of petroglyphs, or prehistoric rock carvings, 
and as such is the largest rock art area in the Kingdom. Imaoun, Tiggane, Oum 

Elaâlag or Adrar Metgourine offer a wide variety of engravings from different 
periods. Imaoun alone, 19 miles (30 km) north of Akka, testifies to a great 

human movement dating back almost 7000 years, with engravings of 
cattle, concentric circles, spirals and anthropomorphic figures. 

The area around Tata is also home to open-air archaeological 
sites were many prehistoric stone tools and implements 

(arrowheads, etc.) have been unearthed.

Jbel Bani - Tata Province

Fortif ed village - Agadir Ouzrou - Tata Province

Petroglyphs (rock carvings) - Tata Province

Fortified village
of Agadir Ouzrou
Agadir Ouzrou, or «fort of Ouzrou», near Akka, is a site of great architectural, 
cultural and historical interest. Built on a rocky cliff overlooking the palm 
grove and seasonal river Assif Boutmayet, the village of Agadir Ouzrou, dating 
from the 16th century, is protected by a high, 30 foot wall (10 meters) on 
the edge of the rocky cliff. According to oral tradition, the village was fortified 
to deal with invasions from nomadic tribes who once roamed the area. Agadir 
Ouzrou, whose stone and earth facade had been in danger of collapsing for years, 
has been carefully rehabilitated thanks to two restoration campaigns which have 
restored its dignity.

Tata Province
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The limestone 
Caves of Messalit
About 4 miles (7 km) north of Tata, on the way to Tagmout, the Messalit 
Caves are an impressive geotourism site. Carved by water infiltration in to 
limestone bedrock during the Paleolithic era, the caves can be visited on foot 
and display beautiful dry waterfalls and large stalagmites and stalactites.

Aït Kin Granary
In the village of Aït Kin bordering large Tagmout palm grove 28 miles (45 
km) from Tata, an old collective granary has been the subject of a preservation 
program. Territory of the Ida Ounadif tribe, the village opens onto a high protected 
valley planted with olive and almond trees. Archives dated 1120 of the Hegira (1708 AD) 
mentions the granary and the dwellings of the village surrounding this nucleus in a fortified 
ring complete with gates and watchtowers. With the mosque and the collective granary at its 
heart, Aït Kin is a fortified village of seven bastioned towers. Still active to this day, Aït Kin granary 
has now been completely restored, thus honouring the memory of the Ida Ounadif people and the 
territory of Tagmout.

The minaret of the old Lalla 
Baytou Allah Mosque

In Aït Rahal near Akka, the exceptional minaret of the old «Lalla Baytou Allah» 
mosque, in the Kasbah of Agadir Amghar, evokes the architectural monuments of 
the Almohad period dating from the 12th century. This sacred historic building 
was carefully restored in 2012 after painstaking historical and archaeological 
research. Akka is indeed known to have been a historical political and religious 
centre near the mining and caravan city of Tamdoult, which organized the 

trans-Saharan trade in precious metals.

Lalla Baytou Allah Mosque

M
essalit Caves 

Aït K
in granary

Tata Province



Tata Tourism Development 

Tigzmerte Palm

Located at the eastern and southern entrances to the city, this 91 ac 
(37 ha) development, projected by Tata’s urban planning approved 
in 2019, fronts national road RN12 linking Tata to Zagora is mainly 
reserved for tourist activities, hotels, camping, caravan and 
motorhome sites. Tissint

Oasis

Fam El Hisn Tourism 
Development 

Nestled in a vast palm grove endowed with a permanent wadi (river), 
Tissint offers much potential for oasis tourism. This project will cover 62 

ac (25 ha) of land near the Attiq waterfalls, roughly 43 miles (70 km) from Tata 
and will front national road N12 from Tata to Zagora to host an ecological tourism 

development.

At the North-East entrance of the city of Fam El Hisn, 92 miles 
(148 km) from Tata, this 17 ac (7 ha) development 

is projected by Urban planning approved in 2014. 
Fronting national road N12, this area consolidates 

the city’s tourism activity with tourism projects 
and leisure areas.

Overlooking the Tigzmerte palm grove, the tourist area projected by 
Tigzmerte’s Urban planning was approved in 2020 and fronts national N12 
road south of Tata. This 20 ac (8 ha) development will host tourist activities, 
hotels, camping, caravan and motor homes sites.

FAM EL HISN TOURISM
DEVELOPMENT

TATA TOURISM
DEVELOPMENT

TIGZMERTE
PALM GROVE

TISSINT
OASIS

TAROUDANNT

CHTOUKA
AIT BAHA

TIZNIT

INEZGANE
AIT MELLOUL

AGADIR
IDA OUTANANE

TIZNIT

TATA
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TATA TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

91 AC (37 HA) OVERALL
AREA

TISSINT OASIS

62 AC (25 HA) OVERALL
AREA

FAM EL HISN TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

17 AC (7 HA) OVERALL
AREA

TIGZMERTE PALM GROVE

20 AC (8 HA) OVERALL
AREA
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Aerial view of Crocoparc - Drarga Animal & Leisure park

Greenwave Écolodge - Sidi Boulfdail - Tiznit province



IMPORTANT
The data contained in this guide may be updated at any time and without notice.

Investment promotion agency CRI-SM and its teams are at your disposal to best support your investment choices.
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Ministère de l’Intérieur

Royaume du Maroc

Ministère de l’Aménagement du Territoire 
National, de l’Urbanisme, de l’Habitat

et de la Politique de la Ville
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Royaume du Maroc
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Royaume du Maroc
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Ministère de l’Agriculture, de la Pêche Maritime,
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Ministère délégué auprès du Chef du Gouvernement 
chargé de l’Investissement, de la Convergence

et de l’Évaluation des Politiques Publiques
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+212 (0) 5 28 21 92 30
+212 (0) 5 28 23 08 77

+212 (0) 5 28 23 08 81

contact@agadirinvest.com

www.agadirinvest.com

Cité Founty - B.P. 31333 - Agadir - Maroc


